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OUR REVIEW

u SHIPYARD

BUILD SHIPS FOR FAME AND HONOR

SHIPYARD

Sailing Ships and Steam Ships
2009 has been a successful year for the small
Czech publisher Czech Games Edition (CGE).
With Dungeon Lords by Vlaada Chvátil they
presented one of the highlights of the year,
a game that has received (Spiele Hit for Experts) and was nominated for a number of
awards. A little overshadowed by this success was Shipyard, another “big” game that
was published by CGE in 2009. A little unfair
to Shipyard, in my opinion, because the second game by Vladimír Suchý – his first was
League of Six, published in 2007 also by CGE,
merits more than a glance in passing. So it is
high time to take a good look at Shipyard,
before the new crop of games arrives.
Players go back in time to the year 1870 and
assume the role of shipyard owners, not
surprisingly in a game called Shipyard. The
industrial revolution is in full swing and the
ship building industry is rapidly changing.
Steel and coal are replacing wood and sails.
Interesting times for any ship builder! New
designs for ships are urgently needed. Government officials evaluate those designs
and promise profitable orders.
This may sound like a game on economy
and money, but that is not the case. On the
contrary, you must acquire ship parts and
hire personnel. As soon as a ship is finished
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it is launched and evaluated. This evaluation
earns you victory points. Furthermore, each
player receives 6 government orders for ships
and may keep 2 of them that will hopefully
yield a lot of victory points for the finished
ships at the end of the game. You will win if
you then have the most victory points.
Markus Wawra
Shipyard is a game that I have begun to appreciate only
after a few plays. At the beginning it seemed to be unclear
and a bit boring. But then the many strategic possibilities
showed its long term potential!

When opening the box the first things that
catch your eye are the many cardboard tiles.
Preparing the game very nearly turns into
work, because several hundred of those
tiles must be sorted, stacked and positioned
accordingly on the board. The rest of the
game comprises the usual wooden parts
and boards, all very attractive and functional.
Players make their moves in turns. Regardless
of the number of players in a game each player will make 23 normal moves. So the time
to play rises in direct proportion with each
additional player. The game works well with
any number of players from 2 to 4, and keeps
its attraction in a game for two, partly due to

the fact that interaction among players is not
a main feature of the game.
In your turn you choose an action. The mechanism how to choose your action is very
interesting and has not come my way like
this before. For each possible action there
is an action tile. These action tiles are placed
in a row on a circular action track time track.
If it is your turn you first take your marker off
the action tile from last round and place this
tile at the start of the track. This empties the
spot where the tile was before. This, coupled
with a time track, keeps track of the moves
and you can check for the end of the game
anytime. Then you place your marker on
another free action tile and implement this
action. The markers of the players block the
action tiles they are standing on for other
players. For each action tile marked by a player that is positioned in front of his currently
chosen action tile on the action track the active player receives 1 guilder. This enhances
interest for somewhat unattractive actions.
Should an action tile gets left behind very far,
additional money could become available.
For 6 guilders players can buy additional actions. This can be any action in addition to
the one you have chosen as described above.
The additional action does not influence the

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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track and you do not earn money in relation
to the position of the action tile. But you can
chose actions that are currently blocked by
other players. I will not describe the available
actions in detail in this overview of the rules.
All actions, in one way or another, get you
parts of ships, equipment, crew members,
money or channels that will be necessary
for the maiden voyage of your ship.
On the whole there are two mechanisms for
those actions:
For building ships, buying raw materials and
renting channels there are different tiles in
a display with 5 rows. The tiles in the lowest
row are free, the price for those in the second
and third row is 1 guilder and for those in the
fourth and fifth row it is a steep 2 guilders.
Tiles are moved downwards on those displays and thus get cheaper in time.
For the actions of hiring crew, manufacturing
equipment and hiring man power a marker
is moved clockwise on a circle with 4 respectively 8 positions. On each position certain
tiles are available. You move the marker one
step forward. If you prefer a tile in another
position, you may pay to move further along,
one step costs 1 guilder.
For acquiring raw material the mechanism is
similar, but you cannot pay to advance your
marker.
A ship is finished as soon as you have assembled the main hull of the ship. A hull must
comprise a prow, stern and between one
and 7 middle sections. A finished ship must
be completed immediately with equipment
and crew and then be launched on its maiden voyage. You must take into account that
the different parts of the hull show different
markings for safety equipment, crew and
additional structures. So you cannot equip
a ship randomly but must think carefully
about what to acquire. Crew, additional
structures and speed of the ship will score
points. Then the ship moves along channels
that you hopefully have rented beforehand
for that purpose. If there is not enough channel available for using the full speed of the
ship your ship is wrecked without any scoring
whatsoever. This also happens if there is no
captain on the ship. The channels feature
some observers who judge the ships safety
equipment or defensive equipment in case
the ship enters a corresponding position in
the channel. If you plan carefully and farsightedly for these eventualities, you can
score lots of important points.
In general there are very different strategies
how to acquire points. Big, well equipped
ships very often yield a higher score then several smaller ships, but that can be evened
out by profitable government orders. These
government orders are very important and
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can yield up to one third or even half of your
total score. Therefore be well advised to gear
up your game early for those orders. Especially the hiring of manpower, which yields
permanent bonuses, should be planned very
carefully in combination with your strategy.
During your first games the many possibilities of the game seem inscrutable and you
kind of play along comfortably and may even
begin to get bored, until suddenly you wake
up to the fact how few of your moves still
remain to be done and how much you want
to do in those few moves.
With a little experience in playing this game
you therefore try early to avoid unnecessary
action and to concentrate on the essential
features. For me the game got more and
more interesting with accumulating expertise. Due to the many different strategies,
partly due to the many different government
orders, it remains challenging and diversified.
Due to the very much longer time to play
needed in a four-player game I would rather
advise against such a game with four, but
otherwise Shipyard is a hot insider tip for all
those that are not daunted by the many possibilities but see them as a challenge.
Markus.Wawra@spielen.at

SHIPYARD
Designer: Vladimír Suchý
Artist: Milan Vavron
Title ger.: Die Werft
Price: ca. 35,00 Euro
Publisher: Czech Games Edition 2009
www.czechgames.com

EVALUATION
A game of acqusition
For experts
Choose action, build ships
Comments
A multitude of attractive components
Rules are formulated very
clearly
many strategic possibilities
Also good for two players
Compares to
Le Havre, Loyang, Puerto Rico
Alternate Publisher
Die Werft, Czech Games Edition

My rating

PLAYER

2-4
AGE

10+
TIME

120+

40 Lines for Meeples

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

Only a few days left until the big event, Spiel
´10 at Essen, and all are looking forward with
lots of interest to the new games.
The internet now for some years has been taking all the suspense away, in previous years
you had to check every booth to find the new
games – today you can read all about them
beforehand in the net! DO I know about
all? Have I overlooked a new game? Good
or bad? Boon or Bane? This everyone must
decide for themselves.
I for my part will be busy all four days in Essen
with my editors to make sure that in the next
issue of win, the Special Edition, no game will
be missing. For all those who cannot attend
Essen themselves, we will burn the fireworks
of new games at Essen again.
But foremost I would like to mention our
Games Companion, GAME BY GAME 2011
that has just arrived from the printers, this
year in a separate German and English edition. It will be available from our booth at Spiel
´10 in Essen.
Come and see us in Hall 9 Booth 14, we look
forward to every visitor and have two expansions to give away, for ASARA and GRAND
CRU. And on top of that you can get KNOTZ,
a co-production between three European
games clubs from The Netherlands, Italy
and Austria.
If you like our WIN: The English version is
available as PDF for free download under
http://www.gamesjournal.at
And we do more than publish a Journal: We
are the Foundation Spielen in Österreich.
Visit our web-site. Take a look at our Games
Companion 2010 and get the new Games
Companion 2011 with 726 games.
http://www.gamescompanion.at
http://www.spielen.at
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u ASSYRIA

CAMELS, VILLAGES, ZIGGURATS

ASSYRIA

Harvesting points in Mesopotamia
A already clear from the subtitle, the location
of this game is Mesopotamia, the land between Euphrates and Tigris, the land between
rivers. The time: about 2000 years before the
birth of Christ.
You embody the leader of a nomadic tribe
and move across the partly fruitful lands,
build huts, supply them if you have enough
food, dig wells in the dry lands and finally
you build ziggurats and try to gain the most
prestige by all that.
Ziggurat is a word of Babylonian origin and
means, as stated by Wikipedia, high/piled
up, heavenly hill, mountain of the Gods. A
ziggurat is a tiered dedicated to the Gods of
Babylon.
The game features, beside the easily read and
well-structured rules, a board, 40 round huts
and 15 markers in 4 colors. Furthermore, 4 x
16 ziggurat tiles in 4 colours and three different sizes. That is complimented by 16 small,
round wells and 54 cards. A special mentioning is due to the fact that the material is
entirely wooden, absolutely pretty and easy
to distinguish color-wise.
The board shows the land between rivers,
with an overlying grid of hexes. Each of these
hexes shows one of five kinds of food: Either
grapes, palm, salt, barley or dates. The board
is framed by the scoring track for victory
points. Between the hexes grid and the scoring track we find a table for the camels and
the order of play. At the bottom left you find
the table for sacrifices and to the right the
agricultural plots, and finally the dignitaries

and the position for used plough shares. The
cards for the separate rounds and for expansions are placed next to the board.
Assyria is played in three reigns. The first
reign takes 2 rounds to play, the second and
third reign need three rounds each. To keep
close to reality floods are happening, too, at
the end of each reign a flood happens.
In a game for four:
At the start of the game each player takes all
the material in his color and a plough card.
This plough card works as a joker and can be
used instead of one of the five kinds of food.
One marker of each player is set on the 0 of
prestige, camel and sacrifice track, the remaining ones are shuffled and placed randomly
on the order of play table. Then the first player chooses one of the four pre-set spaces for
the base of his first ziggurat, and in turn that
continues to the last player who then draws
four food cards, chooses one of them and
hands the cards to the player next in order.
The first player is left with the last card which
is supposed to compensate for going first for
the ziggurat spots.
Now the game begins. One round comprises
the phases Farming, Expansion and Action.
In the Farming phase five food cards are
drawn. These are arranged to order by values
from left to right, a joker for food to supply a village thus placed at the utmost right.
Then a second row is placed in exactly the

same way. In order of play you now choose
a column of two cards and place your marker
above. Then the cards are taken up and used
to try to supply the villages. The order of the
markers placed determines the new order of
play. If you are at the utmost left you go first
during the rest of the round in all expansions
and actions.
Now follows the Expansion phase. Each player in turn order can place the number of
huts / villages as indicated by the expansion card of the round. This expansion card is
drawn at the beginning of each round and
shows a value between 2 and 4. The round
village huts are placed on empty hexes, if
Christian Huber
Assyria is an entertaining strategy game, which quickly
learned rules and the allure of trying different strategies
and tactics.

possible in a way that leaves the food symbol on the hex visible. The new hut must be
placed adjacent to a ziggurat or an already
existing hut. Then you play the food symbols
on the hexes with the huts. One symbol supplies one hat, so at best one card can supply
three huts with three symbols. If you have
too many food symbols, they are forfeit.
Ziggurats need not be supplied. All huts that
have not been supplied are famished and
must be taken off. Afterwards you can dig a
well at the intersections of three hut hexes.
Wells can only be dug outside the rivers, may
not border a ziggurat and remain in play during the whole game. A well scores 6 points
in the first reign, 5 points in the second and
4 points in the third reign. It is important to
remember that each well is only scored once!
When all this has been implemented you
receive revenue. Each hut outside Mesopotamia (the region between the rivers) scores
you 1 prestige point, each hut inside Mesopotamia 2 points. Each ziggurat part scores 1
point, too. Wells score as already stated. Each
first hut on one of the rivers scores you 3 camels, each additional one 2 camels. These
camels are used for money and any camel
surpassing 10 is forfeit.
This takes us directly into the action phase:
You can use camels to build ziggurat parts,
only one part per ziggurat. A ziggurat can
only be built on a hex with one of your own
huts, the hex must not be a river hex. The
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base of a ziggurat costs you 6 camels, the
middle part 3 camels and the top 2 camels.
Furthermore you can sacrifice camels. At the
end of each reign the number of your own
ziggurats is multiplied with the number indicated for you on the sacrifice track. Your marker on the prestige point track is advanced
accordingly. Another use for your camels is to
court favour with the dignitaries. Four camels
buy you a hut in the top free spot next to the
Higher Dignitary, three camels one next to
the Middle Dignitary and two for the Lower
Dignitary.
At the end of each reign each Dignitory
yields the indicated number of influence
points times the number of your own huts
placed. The player with the highest influence
receives the points on the expansion cards,
the player in second place receives those
points minus the value of the highest card,
the one in third place the value minus the
two highest cards and the fourth player receives in the second and third reign at least
the value of the bonus card itself - but only
if he has at least one hut next to one of the
dignitaries.
Am Ende jeder Herrschaftszeit gibt jeder
Würdenträger die angezeigte Zahl Einflusspunkte mal der Zahl der eigenen gesetzten
Hütten. Der Spieler mit den meisten Einflusspunkten erhält einmalig die Punkte auf den
Expansionskarten. Jener mit den zweitmeisten erhält diese ebenfalls, abzüglich der
höchsten Karte. Der dritte, abzüglich der
zwei höchsten Karten und der vierte erhält
in der zweiten und dritten Herrschaftsphase,
immerhin noch den Wert der Bonuskarte. Voraussetzung ist allerdings, dass man zumindest eine Hütte bei einem der Würdenträger
platziert hat. Furthermore, the dignitaries can
gain you additional points, a joker card or camels at the end of a reign. Finally, you can
use camels to buy a food card and/or buy
back your joker card by paying the indicated
number of camels.
At the end of each reign a flood occurs, which
removes all huts on the river hexes. After
reigns 1 and 2 you start the new round by
turning up the next expansion card.
After the third flood at the end of the game
an additional scoring happens. You score 1
point for each level built in a ziggurat that
is a maximum of three per ziggurat, 1 point
for the plow share and 1 point for 2 camels
each. Now the player furthest advanced on
the prestige point track wins the game.
For the game with two or three players the
following adjustments are made:
The board shrinks a little bit with each player missing, there are fewer wells available
and you choose from fewer food cards and
fewer food cards are displayed. And finally,
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there is no bonus card in the game for 2 and
3 players.
All in all, Assyria plays rather smoothly and
due to the high strategy demand must be
placed in the segment for experienced players. You should play Assyria at least two or
three times to try out strategies that you have
witnessed your opponent using. Generally,
you should not neglect any part of the game,
be it digging of wells or gain influence with
the dignitaries or build ziggurats. The ziggurats are rather expensive at the start of the
game, but develop into a well oiled prestigepoint-producing machine, and that is not to
be shunned.
If is fun to try out a plethora of strategies, not
least of them hindering a player by placing
huts and building ziggurats, which by the
way is the only possibility to be mean while
playing Assyria.
The game feels good, offers a high incentive
for playing it again due to the permanently
changing order of play and randomly appearing expansions cards, and there is no
relevant element of chance. All that can only
result in an unconditional recommendation
of the game.
Christian.Huber@spielen.at

OUR REVIEW

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suites your tastes.
The colour accompanying each game title represents
the Target Group. The headline also contains information
on age and number of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays colour codes for
up to 10 features of a game.
TARGET GROUPS
We have defined 4 target groups (colour accompanying
the head line)
Children:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can
play in guiding function
Families:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun
Friends:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2
players or Large groups of players are marked with an
icon. Please note for the target groups Children, Family
and Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of
their peers! Please note that our target group “families”
does not imply the classical concept of „family games“!
Furthermore, our target groups can overlap. The choice
of the suitable games always depends on your playing
partners and your fun with games!
FEATURES

ASSYRIA

Each game targets preferences for different features in
a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each
player. We have listed 10 features players note when
deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred
features in a game he will enjoy the game. The colour
code marks the dominant features. Educational games
train the highlighted preference.

Designer: Emanuele Ornella
Artist: Arnaud Demaegd
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 35,00 Euro
Publisher: Ystari 2009
www.ystari.com

EVALUATION
Resources management game
With friends
place huts, build ziggurats
Comments
Well-structured rules
Nicely interlocking mechanisms
More strategy than tactics
Attractive components
Compares to
Amyitis, Hermagor and other
resources management games
Alternate publisher
Assyria, Rio Grande Games

PLAYER

2-4
AGE

12+
TIME

90+

Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form
of random generator
Tactic:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and
other creative efforts.
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term
memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity:
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
Colours in the Bar

My rating

Empty boxes: This feature is not present or minimal
One coloured box: This feature of the game is present,
but not essential
Two coloured boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three coloured boxes: This feature dominates
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u ASARA

LAND OF THE 1000 TOWERS

ASARA

The Khalif needs creative master builders
Asara – I should ask, is this a bio product or
a wellness hotel? But I need not ask, I know
about the game of towers since more than
a year.
When I was told the first time about the new
modular game of Wolfgang Kramer that was
in the production process at Ravensburger,
I immediately sat up in my mind, because
each year we look for a gimmick to produce
to give away in Essen. And what could be
better than a modular game? During the
Games Fair 2009 in Vienna I was able to play
my first game of Asara and was convinced
immediately – this is the game we will make
the gimmick for, and we did: Asara The house
of the Genie in a Bottle.
And what is ASARA now really about? ASARA
is about building towers. His buyers acquire
parts of towers for a player or build his towers
for him. Only if you build lots of high towers
you will score prestige points. Towers can be
built in 6 different colours.
ASARA can be played on a lot of different
levels of difficulty: Simply for fun, building
as many towers as high as you can, but also
as a very competitive game where each decision is important. Therefore it is important
to know the conditions for scoring prestige
points that are marked on a „Kramer track“. If
you own most of those prestige points at the
end of the game you win.
At the end of a year – there are four years
in the game – a scoring of the year occurs,
in each of these scorings prestige points are
given out. Each tower you won earns you 1

point, regardless of its height. And then there
are special bonus points. But take care: If you
don’t use your tower parts in a tower before
the end of the year you will lose prestige
points.
At the end of the game an additional final
scoring occurs. In all actions that you make
you should always keep that goal in mind,
to score as many points as you can in this
final scoring. That this means that you need
to keep an eye on what other s are doing
results from how the highest towers are scored. In each of the 6 colours the owners of
the highest and highest but one tower are
determined and only these players score.
In addition to that you score if you have the
most or the second most number of towers
or the highest or second highest towers of all.
These facts should be considered for every
tower you build. Useless construction of
towers does not score you points. So you
need a strategy and you need to observe
your competitors.
So, now we know what is important to play
the game well and can start to explain the
game:
A separate sheet of rules explains how to put
together the board at the start of the game
and how to lay out the other components.
All over all the rules are full of explanatory
images and very well structured. There is a
square central part of the board with the
building circle. At the four sides of the board
4 markets are placed. This formation results

9
in four triangles which have special functions.
Only two of these triangles are active in the
basic game the others are used for inactive
fountains.
The basic mechanisms of the game are the
buyers. They come in the shape of 45 cards
of 5 different colours, during one year of the
game not all of these cards are in play. You
never know which colors are used. In case
of 4 players you have 7 cards, in case of 3 8
cards and in case of two players you old 9
cards for buyers.
These buyers are laid out on the board on
special spaces and the actions connected to
those spaces are enacted immediately. When
all cards are used the year ends and the yearly scoring is done.
The game is started by the player who did
last climb a tower. During the game the position of starting player immediately goes to
the player who places a buyer on “Gunst des
Kalifen” and thus starts the next year.
But first a few more notes on the towers,
which are the core of the game. Each tower
consists of a minimum of 2 parts, the basis
and the spire – these parts can occur only
once in a tower, and all parts of a tower must
have the same colour. Between base and spire you can add more parts of the same color,
these parts are middle parts and windows. So
we have 4 segments on the board featuring
those parts, randomly drawn but sorted into
basis, spires, middle parts etc.
All these parts are available in six colors, the
difference between colors is the price of the
parts, brown parts are the cheapest with a
price of 3; white parts cost 8 and are the most
expensive ones. Each time when I can take a
tower part by using a buyer I must pay the
price according to color – once again a decision to make, do I buy cheap or expensive,
is that what I want available – because, we
know, each tower has only one color.
This is the moment to mention another basic
mechanism of the game, the placement of
the buyers. In each segment there is a limited
amount of positions available for buyer cards.
When all those positions are full, nothing
more is possible in this segment. For example, the market segment “tower bases” has
five positions for buyers.
In turn players position one or two cards until
all have placed all their cards. If all positions in
a segment are empty, a card of any color can
be placed. When a card is placed, all other
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cards must be of the same color. Exception:
If I place any two cards they are considered
to be one card of the required colour. When
all segments are taken, this market is closed.
Immediately after placing a card you take a
tower part from this market, regardless which
colour, and pay the price for the colour. Tower
parts thus bought are immediately hidden
behind your screen.
Ferdinand de Cassan
A fast game on building towers, where your buyers must be
at the right place at the right time, unfortunately you do
not have enough of them. You are rather busy to let your
towers touch the sky.

This takes us to money, which must be well
administrated to have the necessary amount
available. But there is always a money problem, so much to do with so little money!
At the beginning of the year you receive an
income of 20 units, but in the first round the
income is different for all players to balance
the advantage of being start player. Money
does not arrive from any source unless I send
a buyer to the bank, but he can do nothing
else then but bring me some money. Three
chances can earn me +12, +10 or +8, after
that he can only bring +5.
Other than the triangle “Bank” there is the
triangle “Gunst des Kalifen” and “Haus der
Spione “ and the counting track for the 4 years. Gunst has been mentioned already, what
do I do when my buyer enters the „Haus der
Spione“? He pays the amount of money stated and may take the tower part of his desire
from the stock, just like that, simply by paying
the price for the part.
So, now we know how to get parts for our towers, but at the moment they are still stacked
behind our screens, hopefully lots of bases
and spires of the same colour, because you
can only build a tower of the color of base
and spire is the same, all additional parts are
optional, and additional.
To build a tower I must send a buyer into the
Building Circle to acquire a building permit,
only with such a permit a can build a tower
or enlarge it with extra parts. I place a card in
analogy to the market mechanism on a position - starting with the cost of 1 and rising to
7 gold - the advantage is I pay more money
later, but can build one part for each money
unit spent. If I want to build two towers with
base and spire only, I need 4 gold, may build
both towers and receive 4 prestige points,
because when building you score prestige
points, 1 per tower part built. IF the 4 is already taken, I must take 5, even if I have to
leave one permit unused, as I cannot build 4
tower parts with 3 gold. Therefore building is
essential, not only because of prestige points,
but because of the suitable costs, but if I do
not have the right parts, all else is moot.
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Take care! At the end of the year each tower
counts, therefore building is important.
To send the buyers in the best possible order
to the best possible positions is the secret of
the game! What possibility must be chosen
first, when is building the only thing that is
important and when do I need to concentrate on collecting gold for next year?
Another source of additional prestige are
tower parts with golden adornments, these
have the same price than unadorned parts
when buying them but score additional
points in scoring.
This brings us the end of the basic game and
we have reached our goal within the less
than 60 minutes stipulated by the rules. The
competition among players determines the
competitive level of the game, all is possible,
from a light family game to a tough expert
game.
And yes, after a first go at the basic game
one should try the version for experienced
players. Wolfgang Kramer offers additional
possibilities to place buyers for 2 of the triangles that were inactive fountains in the basic
game, thus offering even more positions and
more ways to make challenging decisions.

OUR REVIEW

not overburdened (it is, after all, by Wolfgang
Kramer and Michael Kiesling), attractive design (it is. after all, by Franz Vohwinkel), gut
and sturdy material for the parts (it is, after
all, by Ravensburger), simple an attractive
addition to each game collection.
And finally, let me say, if you play ASARA in a
game for two players it turns out to be even
more strategic! You should try that, it ends in
a real fight for every single tower, the game
gets more challenging and money is scarcer
still. And no third or fourth player around to
put a spoke in the wheel!
And for good measure at the end a funny little story: When I asked Mr., or it might have
been Mrs., Ravensburger what the meaning
of Asara was, I got answered „Leopoldsdorf
im Marchfelde“- which resulted in one of
the very few occasions that have ever left
me speechless.
In the end, is there anything that I would
have changed? The stress in the game might
be reduced if more than four years were played. Then you would have more time to acquire the highest towers with your buyers,
but this would make the time to play much
longer. You cannot have everything!
Ferdinand.de.Cassan@spielen.at

The triangle “Einkäufer rekrutieren” offers 3
positions. You pay (0, +2, +4) and may place
one buyer on each position and take two
new ones, hopefully getting a better color!
And the first to do so can have that for free!
The triangle „Haus der leuchtenden Fenster“
also offers three positions and lets you buy
illuminated windows. These may only be
placed on already existing windows in a tower, which earns you additional prestige at
the end of the year and assists in tie-breaking
after the final scoring.
The triangle „Das Haus des Flaschengeistes“
can be used here as well and offers additional
possibilities.
There are some small details featuring in the
scoring that have not been mentioned here,
but everything important you can find here.
DO not forget anything that could score you
points, always remember to build before the
end of the ear and always watch what the
other players are doing. In short, you will win
with the right action at the right moment.
And the element of chance in the game,
which tower parts are available and what
buyers am I dealt, results in a challenging
mixture of planning and risk! I had fun with
the game and it follows in the footsteps of
other big titles!

ASARA
Designer: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 33,00 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2010
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Resources management game
For families
build as many high towers
Comments
Mechanisms goes well with
the topic
A game with lots of atmosphere
and suspense
Good mixture of chance and
some tactics
A good family game despite its
demanding mechanism

PLAYER

2-5
AGE

9+
TIME

60+

Compares to
All games with worker placement,
The Pillars of the Earth, Hansa
Teutonica, Caylus and so on

My rating

What else can I say? A fine-tuned mechanism,
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u CHAOS IN THE OLD WORLD

WARHAMMER

CHAOS IN THE OLD WORLD
Chaos Gods fighting for dominance
Chaos in the Old World from Fantasy Flight
Games is a strategic game of divine influence.
Every player assumes the role of a different
Chaos God in the World of Warhammer. They
are fighting for dominance while laying waste to the Old World.
What is in the box?
Keeping with the theme, the map on the
game board is designed to look like it has
been printed on flayed skin and the 45 plastic
followers that come with the game also look
very unwholesome.
The game map shows just nine areas, each
with one number for its resistance and conquest value. There are the threat dials and
room for old world (event) cards, the ruination cards and the victory point track. The map
is huge but designed so badly that it´s very
hard to know at all times which units and
counters belong to a certain area.
Each player has a deck of Chaos cards that
allows him additional options during game
turns plus five unique upgrade cards to make
their units stronger or give them additional
actions. The upgrade cards become active
during the game by turning the threat dial.
Lastly there are a few sheets full of counters.
They are colorful and printed on the super
thick stock typical for Fantasy Flight games.
The rulebook is large and colorful and has 32
pages. The rules are presented in such a good
way that learning the rules is not very hard.
There is some flavor text and some examples and there were barely any questions left
unanswered by the rulebook. But with that
number of pages it is definitely necessary for
one player to study the rules beforehand and
teach the game to the others.
All in all, the square box is well filled but not
overflowing.
How do I win?
There are two goals in the game. A common
victory track where the first player to reach
50 points wins, and the Threat Dials that are
turned by reaching a different goal for each
player.
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How does the game work?
Each player picks a god to play. The choices
range from Khorne who loves bloodshed to
Nurgle the plague bearer, Tseench the mage
and Slaneesh the god of ecstasy. These powers play very differently and in my opinion
are not entirely balanced - at least for inexperienced gamers, but I´m getting ahead of
myself.
The players take the followers, chaos cards,
upgrade cards and corruption tokens for
their power.
In the initial setup each region on the map
gets a token. Either a noble who increases
the victory point value, a Warpstone that makes a region easier to corrupt or a peasant
who can be killed but is only relevant in conjunction with certain event cards.
Each turn consists of the following phases:
Event phase:
In the event phase one Old World = event
card is drawn. With four players there are only
seven event cards, and if there is no winner
by the end of the seventh round, no player
wins. The event cards generally place additional tokens on the map and have effects
like giving victory points to the players for
killing peasants or are removing followers
from certain areas of the board.
The tokens that are placed have effects during the game. The hero tokens kill one follower of the most threatening power in their
region. Threat is determined with the Threat
Dials, they give a number relating to how
close a power is in reaching the end of their
Threat Dials. The least threatening player gets
to make the decisions on where to place the
tokens for the event cards. This gives some
advantage to players who have fallen behind
or to Nurgle, who does not have to rely on
the threat dial to win the game.
The draw phase
Each player draws two cards in this phase, except Tseench who draws until he has 5 cards

(or six if he chooses a certain upgrade card).
The summoning phase
Each player has some followers that he
places on the board to further his goals,
but the strengths and weaknesses as well
as the mix of these followers differ greatly.
Each power has a few cultists. They are very
important for gaining victory points and, in
all cases but Khorne, to turn the threat dial.
On the other hand, cultists are the cheapest,
weakest followers and are in danger to get
killed by others.
Each player also has some warriors and a single demon whose role is to remove enemy
followers from areas. The figures are sculpted nicely but look ugly to „please their god“
according to the rulebook.
The summoning phase is the main phase
of the game where each player takes an action, then the next player until no player has
any power points left. The players have six
to seven power points to spend during this
phase (or more with upgrade cards). Summoning a follower onto the map costs one
power point, no matter if he comes from the
reserves or from anywhere on the map (moving). As long as you have any followers on
the map, you can only place into or adjacent
to areas where you are present. Warriors usually cost two points and Demons cost three.
Since the game goes only for a maximum of
seven turns, you only have about 40 action
points for the whole game. That means placing the demon is a big commitment!
Instead of placing a follower, a player can also
play a chaos card. Chaos cards have certain
effects on the area they are played on and
cost from zero to 3 power points to play.
Each area on the game board has only two
slots for chaos cards so you have to be quick
to play on into a contested area. Some card
effects prohibit combat in an area – which
hurts Khorne a lot, while others make it more
expensive to summon into an area. There can
also be a magic symbol on the cards which
help Tseench with turning his threat dial.
Strategically it makes a lot of sense to wait by
playing cheap cards and units until the other
players have committed most of their power
points before tipping your hand and putting
down units. This is especially true for the first
turn in the game because you might be able
to find a nice spot on the map for yourself.
If a player decides that he does not want to
do anything during his turn, then his power
points are reduced to zero.

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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The battle phase
In this part of the round dice are thrown
to kill other players followers. Warriors and
Demons throw a number of dice. Each four
or five is a hit and every six is an explosion
which is a hit and gives an additional die to
roll. Usually fighting is simultaneous, but
Khorne the blood god has certain upgrades
and chaos cards that allow him to attack
first. The attacker looks at how many hits he
has rolled and then decides whom he kills.
Each unit has a certain amount of hit points.
All the stats of the units like attack dice, hit
points and summoning costs are found on
each players power sheet but can be changed by upgrade cards. The main decision in
this phase is, whether you want to remove
an opponent´s cultists to make sure he gets
no dial advancements or his warrior units to
win this region over.

tion tokens into an area which fulfils certain
conditions.
Nurgle needs the expensive central areas to
turn his dial. Tseench needs two magic symbols (from cards) and/or warpstones, while
Slaneesh needs two nobles or heroes in the
area. So each player except Khorne has certain areas where they have to be to get DAC.
In the end phase, each player who has a least
on DAC on his dial turns the dial one step.
The player with the most tokens on the dial
(usually Khorne) turns his wheel twice.
The wheel gives boons like additional chaos
cards, victory points or allows a player to pick
an upgrade card.

The corruption phase
In this phase each cultist on the board places
a corruption marker in his area. At this time
it is checked if the total number of threat tokens plus the green warp tokens in the area
reaches twelve which ruins the region. Also
domination is checked for each area. Players
count the number of units they have plus
the cost of their chaos cards in the area. The
player with the highest total checks the resistance number of the region which is printed
on the board. Some markers modify those
values, Skaven markers reduce the resistance
value, noblemen enhance the conquest value.
If his total is higher than the resulting resistance, he gets victory points. These victory
points are marked on the victory point track.

The very last thing in the turn is to check for
victory conditions. If a player reached the end
of his threat dial (with 8-12 turns needed) he
has won. Else, we have to look at the victory
point track. If a player has 50 VP he wins. If
five areas have been ruined during the game,
the player with the most VP wins. Or, if at the
end of seven turns (for four players) no one
has won, then the population of the old
world wins and all the players lose.

The end phase
In the last phase of the turn a lot of cleanup
has to take place.
First, Chaos cards are removed from the
board.
Then, each hero token kills one follower in
his area.
Third, old world cards are resolved if it says
so on the card.
Fourth, ruined regions are scored. Each
player who put in a corruption token into a
freshly ruined region during this round receives a number of points which rises from
one ruined area to the next. Then the players
with the most and the second most tokens
receives a lot of points for corruption. Then
the ruination card is placed on the region.
No more points can be earned in this region
while combat can still occur.
Fifth, the treat dials are advanced. During the
battle phase, Khorne has received one dial
advancement counter (DAC) for each area
in which he has killed an opposing follower.
During the corruption phase the other players received a DAC for placing two corrup-
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Christian Grundner
A simple game at heart, masked by lots of administration,
plays faster with every game you play – it pays off to play
several games!

How is the game?
I was very interested how this game would
work out after a few games, because our first
couple of tries ended extremely close between all the players who made no glaring
mistakes. We had a couple of games where
three players reached the victory conditions
in the same turn and we had to use the tiebreaking procedures (threat dial winner with
the most VP wins the game).
In my opinion the game is a very basic abstract unit placement game with some
chrome and a lot of bookkeeping. As I noted before, you only have 40-45 action points
during the entire 2+ hours game and placing
a warrior costs two points already. I am not
entirely sure if there is no fail save strategy for
one of the powers that wins most of the time,
but so far I have not found one.
Khorne plays very differently from the other
powers, almost as different as the overlord
in Descent or Sauron in MEQ does. While the
other players try to secure one or two areas
on the map for themselves, Khorne has to go
full out on confrontation. If the other players
don´t act together to work against Khorne
then he will win every time in my experience.
Especially Nurgle has to be very careful of
Khorne, because he has to remain in the central areas to get the VP he needs to win and
his units have the least amount of hitpoints
so they are a favourite of Khorne´s to attack.
The other powers mostly differ on their cha-

OUR REVIEW

os cards and the victory conditions they can
reach. Khorne will only win with the threat
dial. Nurgle and Tseench win only via victory
points. Slaneesh can win with either but has
to choose very soon in the game which victory condition to pursue.
There are a few design flaws that detract
from the game for me. The map is so big but
so crowded in certain areas that it invites mistakes. If there is one experienced player in a
group who does all of the bookkeeping tasks
in the end phase the game plays twice as fast
and with the limited number of decisions you
make in a game I think it might be possible
to play it in less than an hour.
On the other hand if you sit down and start
to read the rules on game night, you will be
lucky to play one game during that night.
The game is fun and easy enough once you
understand how everything plays together,
but the first game will discourage most players from giving it another chance.
Overall, I think the game appeals to people
who liked my old favourite Campaign Trails
(or the new Road to the White House). In
both games you have a very simple game
underneath, hidden by a lot of bookkeeping
chores to make it look like a complex game.
Christian.Grundner@spielen.at

CHAOS IN THE OLD WORLD
Designer: Eric M. Lang
Artist: Kevin Childress und Team
Title germ.: Chaos in der Alten Welt
Price: ca. 50,00 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2009
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy Adventure Game
With Friends
Use markers, cards and units
Comments
Attractive components
Heavy rule-book
Basically simple mechanisms
Lots of administration needed

PLAYER

2-4
AGE

13+
TIME

90+

Compares to
Descent, Middle Earth Quest
and other fantasy adventure
games with varying abilities of
characters
Alternate publisher
Chaos in the Old World, FFG

My rating
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RUNEBOUND AT WAR!

RUNEWARS
Fight for the Dragon Runes!

Fantasy Flight has once again given us an
epic war game, this time situated in the fantasy world of the Runebound universe created
by Martin Wallace. Epic, because the first 2
or three games played by the full number of
players will take a minimum of 4 to 6 hours to
play, but honestly, did you expect anything
else from a Fantasy Flight game on such a
topic? Each of the two to four players try to
be the first to control six regions containing
Dragon Runes. This of course will not be possible without some conflict so there are lots
of battles between players and also against
the many neutral unites on the board.
Each player chooses one of the four fractionseach comprising an army of several dozens
of plastic miniatures (different for each fraction) with differing bases (important for conflicts). He gets the army, the corresponding
fortress, activation and development marker
and – most important – 8 order cards that
are used to govern the action on the board
in the four seasons of each of the 6 years.
These actions for instance are moving units
on the board, turn the resource dials and so
an. Furthermore, you are given a fraction
board with three areas for Food, Wood and
iron, each represented by a half circle with
partitions numbered from 0 to 8. In each of
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the three resources areas you place a spinner
on the respective starting values.
In addition to all that this fraction board
shows all units of the fraction with their special abilities, live points and a value between
1 and 5, which determines the combat round
when they are activated. Finally, your coffers
are filled with influence markers for money
and tactic cards according to the values stated on this board. Each player draws a hero
card and 2 quest cards and places the corresponding hero miniature into the fortress in
his home area, represented by 3 hex spaces.
On top of all that you receive a target card – if
you complete this task you acquire a Dragon
Rune, for instance you might have to discard
8 influence markers once during the game.
By the way, each player starts for his fraction
with 3 rune markers, 2 real ones depicting
runes and one empty one, in his home area.
This ingenious method kepps your opponents in the dark, which of your rune markers
are the real ones, because the all have identical back sides.
The board is set up by all players in a progame round from differently connected
neutral hexes, each player places his home
area next to those neutral hexes at a mini-

mum distance of three hex spaces from his
neighboring player. Those neutral hex spaces
are party equipped with three-dimensional
mountains and are equipped with neutral
units and city markers according to their
symbols. You should plan a minimum of 20
minutes’ time to set up the board and the
neutral units – but it is well known that work
comes before fun.
At the start of the round you draw one of the
four season cards. They all show individual
text, this is now implemented and then the
standard action for the respective season is
implemented. In spring that is taking back of
all activation markers from the board, picking
up all order cards and putting upright again
all those heroes and units that have been
placed sideways during previous actions.
In summer heroes can be moved and can be
used to achieve a quest. You can also train
heroes in one or two of their 3 abilities or heal
stricken heroes. Autumn either brings you 2
action markers or 1 tactics cards, both can
be very useful in combat. In winter you must
provide all your own units in each hex with
food by checking if the value of the arrow
in the food area on your board points to a
sufficient value. Say that you have 6 units assembled in a hex. Then the arrow in the food

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35
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area of your board must point at least to the
6. All your own surplus units in a hex must
be removed, if your food supply is not sufficient. So, a big invasion army can more easily
conquer an opposing hex, but your surviving
units may not leave this hex till next spring
comes and accordingly it will be difficult to
feed all your units in that hex in winter, some
of them will probably starve.
When the season card has been completely
implemented with all consequences, each
player chooses the action card for the action he wants to take in this round. Beside
the normal action, that can be implemented
in any case, each card has a bonus that only
gets implemented when the card played is
the one with the highest number in the current year. Therefore, of course, the bonus of
the card played first in the year is of course always activated. Therefore you are somehow
forced, especially in the first year to play your
cards in ascending order, at least if you do
not want to renounce your bonus. This feat
changes later in the game, as the respective
requirements and conditions on the board
and the goals of the players and there armies
will differ very much and timing can be of
paramount importance.
No, let us take a look at these order cards in
more detail. I will describe them somewhat
extensively, as they are – for the moment
setting aside combats – the essence of the
game.
Card 1 offers the opportunity to move units
of your own into friendly or empty neighboring territories. Enemy contact is in that case
not possible either with units of your fellow
players or with neutral units. The maximum
number of your units in a hex, by the way,
is 8 – more than that number of units may
never at any time in the game, not even
when recruiting new units in a fortress, be
assembled in a hex. The bonus of Card 1 is
the replenishing of tactics cards according
to your three areas on your board: You may
draw the number of cards that can be seen
pictured on the board up to the position of
the respective arrow. This, by the way, is the
case for all replenishing actions enabled by
cards, but sometimes only for one of the resources dials.
Card 2 and Card 3 offer the same main action. An activation marker is placed in any
hex of your choice that you can reach with
your own units. A maximum of 8 of your units
can now moved to this hex from hex spaces
at a maximum distance of two hexes. Units
with the ability “fast” can cover a distance
of 3 hexes. If the units are “flying” units they
can cross water or mountains. Of course, this
movement over 2 or 3 hexes may not take
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your units across enemy territories, be it opponents or neutral units. Not even if the units
are flying units, they cannot fly over enemy
territory. If combat is the result of such a movement, the units are taken off the board and
Gert Stöckl
Friends of epic battles in a fantasy world that are not
averse to an evening of reading rules and preparing the
game will enjoy Runewars.

placed on their respective positions on the
fraction board. But I will talk about combat in
detail later. All units in the hex with the action
marker may not – and that is very important
– be moved away from this hex until the next
spring. So it takes some very careful planning
ot to lock yourself for one whole year into a
remote corner of the board. The bonus of
cards 2 and 3 is to have one mor complete
activation action, but combat may not occur
again respectively the strength of an enemy
fortress is reduced from 5 to 2.
If you choose card 4 – harvest – the positions
of the arrows in the dials for foodm wood
and ore on the fraction board are adjusted
to the totalled value of your own hex squares,
maybe even lowered, because the arrows
might have ben moved upwards previously
by other cards or actions. So take care that
your harvest is not turning into a disaster
because you have forgotten that some or all
of your arrows are pointing to a higher value
anyway and exceed the number of resources
depicted on your hexes. But normally, after
you have won zwo or 3 regions, this action
always is worth its while, especially considering the fact that winter is approaching when
you must feed all your units. The bonus of
card 4 is that you can “harvest” the results of
upgrades in fortresses of your own, meaning
you could maybe advance an arrow by one
position or use other, partly fraction specific
abilities. Additionally, you can sacrifice one
wood by moving the arrow down one position to build an upgrade, should you still have
room for it in one of your fortresses.
If you use card 5 – recruiting – you can hire
new units according to one of your three resources, again following the same rule: You
can recruit all units that are depicted on the
board up to the position of the arrow. The
bonus of the card is that you can recruit a second time using a second resource. The new
units can be distributed in any way that suits
you between your own fortresses. The rule
that no more than 8 units may be positioned
in one hex is valid for recruiting, too.
Card 6 allows you to rally support. You have
the opportunity to acquire one kind of revenue from all cities under your control (control means, a minimum of one of your units

OUR REVIEW

is present on the city). Possible revenues can
be a certain number of influence markers or
a number of neutral units that you can integrate into your army, or the revenue could be
new tactics cards or new quest cards. In case
of card 5 the bonus offers you the possibility
to spend between 1 and 3 influence markers
to draw the same number of hero cards and
to keep one of them. The corresponding new
hero miniature is placed in one of your own
fortresses.
Card 7 can be used to acquire that many
influence resources that are depicted at all
three resources on the fraction board up to
the respective arrow positions. The bonus of
card 7 allows you to choose one of the three
so called title cards and to place influence
markers of your own on it. This cards grants
you certain advantages during the game until you lose it to player who takes it over with
more influence markers.
The 8th and last card – building of a fortress –
can be used to set up a new fortress in one of
your own regions without a city. This is a feature often used to secure a dragon rune in an
area that is endangered by the presence of
opposing forces as a fortress yields 5 points
when totaling combat values.
As fortresses are damaged when they are

RUNEWARS
Designer: Corey Konieczka
Artist: Kevin Childress and Team
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 80,00 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger Spieleverlag 2010
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy adventure game
For experts
Use resources
Comments
Fantastic components
Very long rules
Lots of preparations
Game gets smoother and more
interesting with each game
played

PLAYER

2-4
AGE

12+
TIME

180+

Compares to
All epic conflict games in a
fantasy setting taking more than
2 hours, e.g. Descent, World of
Warcraft and others
Alternate publisher
Runewars, FFG

My rating
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taken over by another player – in that case
you of course replace the fortress marker
with one of your own and turn it over to the
back side) you can spend 1 ore to repair such
a fortress, because a damaged fortress only
yields 3 points and repairing it restores it to
yielding the full value of 5 points again. Furthermore, the card offers the opportunity to
switch two of your own rune markers. Card
8 offers no bonus, as this bonus due to the
highest number could be used any time the
card is utilized.
And now we focus on the fights between
enemy and neutral units. One feature of combat is that you can spend influence marker to
try to convince neutral units of joining your
own forces or at least convince them to retreat from the area without fighting. To do so
you take that many cards from the fate card
stack as you discard influence markers. If the
cards show a symbol with stars, your diplomacy was successful and the neutral units
now belong completely to your own units.
If that surpasses the allowed limit of 8 unit,
you must destroy either units of your own or
neutral units. If the cards show a shield symbol, the neutral units retreat without conflict
to a free or non-controlled hex. If there are
several possible retreat hexes, the player left
to the active player decides where the units
retreat to. If there are no possible retreats the
neutral units are destroyed.
If the cards you drew show only red combat
symbols, a combat unit is immediately implemented on the fraction board. Combat also
happens when enemy units are present in
the hex. The probability to be able to assimilate neutral units by diplomatic means into
your own army is rater remote, by the way, as
the fate card distribution is as follows:
4 x Star symbol
8 x Shield symbol
18 x Red Combat Symbol
Now we know when we will fight, let’s find

out how to fight, because that is what it is all
about. Combat is- contrary to Risk and most
of all other conquest and conflict game – not
conducted by rolling dice but by again using
fate cards, but another parts of these cards.
Before these cards come into play, the units
are attributed to the corresponding spots on
the fraction boards – there is a special board
for the neutral units! This determines the
sequence of play respectively the combat
round when they will come into play. Then
each player draws as many fate cards as he
has units deployed in the current round of
combat. Thus many units increase the probability of hits. Then you compare the values in
those segments of the cards that correspond
to the base of the unit. This comparison can
result in four different events:
1. – Nothing happens, the unit does not score
a hit; 2. A hit occurs – one enemy unit chosen
by your opponent is destroyed; 3 – A flag of
value 1 or 2, the corresponding number of
units is turned sideways and cannot counter
anymore in this combat, if not yet involved
in the combat, and does not count for the
computing of the final combat strength; 4.
– Symbol for special ability, looks similar to
a Palantir, the special ability of the attacking
unit is activated and enacted, for instance 2
hits are scored or the number of life points
for that unit is raised.
After conducting a maximum of 5 combat
rounds the number of units still standing is
compared. A fortress yields a value of 5 or
3 (if already weakened). The winner of the
combat is the player with the higher total, in
case of a tie the combat is won by the defending player. The loser must retreat all units,
turned sideways, onto an adjacent own hex
or empty hex. If the attacker managed by
this conquest of a hex area to conquer the
6th dragon rune he has instantly won and
several hours of fun are unfortunately over.
If at the end of 6 years no one owns regions
containing a total of 6 dragon runes, the pla-

yer owning the highest number of dragon
runes wins.
And the upshot of all that? It is most important that one player studies the rule beforehand, because otherwise the first evening in
spent in setting up the game and thoroughly
reading the rules. Many, many details have
not been touched upon in this review. Unfortunately it happens rather often that mistakes are made in how the game is played.
But the more often you play the faster you
play and the mistakes are drastically reduced
due to experience. With the assistance of the
rather short FAQ nearly every detail is – albeit
after a thorough search in the rules – located
in the rules. Runewars is much more fun with
each game you play, because you start to try
new strategies for the quest for dragon runes
and to use the special abilites of each of the
fractions properly. Luck of course is a ruling
factor in the game, especially when drawing
cards for diplomacy and combat – so it can
happen that you lose with 5 units agains 2
neutral units, but that’s life, or better, that’s
combat, as we know since Zack Snyders 300,
it is possible to win with a small army against
a large one, even if rather rarely.
If you did like Runebound with its numerous
variations and if you you not mind combatdominated conflict games of several hours,
you can help yourself without a second
thought or wait until the German version,
announced for Essen 2010, is out!
Gert.Stoeckl@spielen.at

AMENDMENT FOR VASCA DA GAMA
One of our readers remarked that Caylus
was not the first game published with a
worker placement mechanism, as could
be understood when reading my review
of Vasco da Game, printed in the last
issue of this magazine. Richard Breese‘s
Keydom is generally recognized as the
first such game.
I‘m well aware that Caylus was not the
first game published presenting such
mechanism. My intention was to say that
Caylus made it popular and started a
wave of games using similar mechanisms.
But I agree that my formulation was not
clear.
I apologize for my bad formulation. It was
not my intention to spread false information or attributions.
Markus.Wawra@spielen.at
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PANDEMIEC t

OUR REVIEW

DISEASES EVERYWHERE

PANDEMIC
On the Brink

Not all of us play for the same team! The 1st
expansion for the game Pandemic introduces several new elements into the game. First
and foremost there are 6 new characters with
varying abilities to influence the course of
the game. In relation to the characters there
is now the possibility to play with 5 instead
of a maximum of 4 in the basic game. There
are also new event cards as well as a 7th epidemic card for all that consider themselves
expert in the game, it makes the game more
challenging and more difficult. The most important novelties are the three independent
scenarios, all of them make the game much
more interesting and a lot more difficult, but
still winnable. The basic rules of the game
stay the same for the scenarios, but there
are of course some additional rules.

dangerous fast. Because of that new disease
there are two new ways to win the game –
players must agree on one before the stat of
the game. One of the victory conditions is to
find a cure for all 5 diseases. Victory condition 2 demands tat you find a cure for all four
of the basic disease and extinguish the new
purple disease. Extinguish means, there is no
purple cube lefton the board. To find a cure

The first scenario is called „Virulent Strain
Challenge“. This introduces completely new
epidemic cards that change one of the four
diseases to a virulent strain. Chosen for this
change from normal disease to a virulent
strain is the disease that is represented by the
most disease cubes on the board. The special
feature of those cards is that they introduce
an additional unique effect for the virulent
strain that is either a one-time application
or is effective for the rest of the game. When
an infection card for this disease is drawn, an
additional second disease cube is placed for
this disease.

If you like a very challenging game you can
combine the scenarios „virulent strain“ and
“mutation“ in one game. But you mind end
with a much shorter game that way, because
the end comes faster than you would think
possible.

„Mutation Challenge“ is the second of the
new scenarios. This game introduces a new
fifth purple disease which multiplies in unpredictable ways. Take care! The cubes for
that disease are limited and that can get

Isabella Schranz
This first expansion of Pandemic is a full success! I had a lot
of fun with it and liked all scenarios.

for the purple disease you must collect one
city card each in the color of the other four
diseases and one city card from a city where
the new mutation can be found.

The last new scenario is „bioterrorist“, In this
scenario one of the players embodies the bioterrorist and tries to win together with the
game against all other players. SO it is one
player against all others, the bioterrorist hinders all players, because he has a turn after
each individual turn of any player – so the
game runs player A – bioterrorist – Player
B – bioterrorist – and so on. This sequence
makes winning the game especially hard as
the bioterrorist commands his own actions
to add additional purple disease cubes to the
game to obstruct the play of all others. The

attractive feature of this scenario is, that the
bioterrorist can lose despite all other players
having lost the game, because for him to win
with the game purple disease cubes must be
present on the board at the end of the game.
All three of these scenarios have their own
distinctive flavour and add other challenges
to the game. My personal recommendation
would be for new players of Pandemic to approach these scenarios one by one. All three
feature different challenges for the players
but in my opinion the bioterrorist scenario
is the most difficult of all, because you lose
one player to the game itself and must concentrate on several features at the same time.
But try them out yourself, my first and utmost
recommendation is to play them all and play
them often, because they are fun to play.
Isabella.Schranz@spielen.at

PANDEMIC
Designer: Matt Leacock, Tom Lehmann
Artist: J. Kappel, R. Moulun, H.-G. Schneider
Title germ.: Pandemie Auf Messers Schneide
Price: ca. 25,00 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2009
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
A game of placement
For experts
Avoid pandemic
Comments
Try the scenarios seperately
All scenarios can be combined
Can only be used together with
the basic game

PLAYER

2-5
AGE

10+
TIME

60+

Compares to
Shadows over Camelot, Scotland
Yard
Alternate publisher
Pandemic On the Brink, Z-Man

My rating
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PLAYED FOR YOU

A BRIEF

u A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE WORLD / AD ASTRA

HISTORY OF THE WORLD

6 EPOCHS TO MAKE HISTORY
6 epochs mirror the history of
civilization in the rise and fall of
empires. Each player starts with
a randomly attributed leader
and a weapons card. Each of the
6 epochs is divided into three
parts: Organization and Allocation – area values are placed
and cards dealt to players. Then
in the Empire Turns empires are
established, expanded and re-

organized; event cards can be
played and gold is collected.
Then as Conclusion gold markers are adjusted and bonuses
earned.
In each epoch different empires
come into play, the area values
mirror the importance of an area
in a given epoch. Players in turn
choose one event card and 1
empire card. Then empires are

AD ASTRA

LET’S CONQUER THE STARS
Homo sapiens now live among
the stars always looking for new
planets. As the sun unexpectedly starts to lose power, mankind
must reach for the stars. You
represent one of five races that
have developed out of humans
in the centuries gone by, you
explore planets and collect resources. The resources you use
to explore more planets and to

12
14

settle und exploit them. A round
in the game always comprises
the phases planning and action
and then reducing of resource
cards own to the hand limit of
10 cards. In the planning phase all players place actions card
face down on free spots on the
board, which then are resolved
in the action phase in order of
their location. Actions cards let
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called in the order listed on the
cards: If you have the card you
display it and implement the
turn for this empire, using the
array. All markers for armies, capital, cities or monuments are
placed and markers from earlier
epochs are removed. Then you
can place armies from the array
into countries adjacent to countries with active army or fleet,
even in countries with armies of
other players.
Resulting conflicts are resolved
following detailed rules and
using dice and landscape features. Then you can construct
forts or monuments, and gold is
collected for capitals, cities, monuments and control of areas, for
this the area values are used. At
the end of each epoch bonuses
are awarded and also at the end
of the game for the players in the
top three positions on the gold
score track.
An intense, interesting and wellmade foray through the history
of civilization in 6 rounds using
remarkably dense and short rules for this re-edition of History
of the World.

INFORMATION

you produce, move and discover
alien planets, build colonies, factories ore space ships, and also
enables you to terraform, but
only if you have a colony, a factory or a space ship already established on the planet. But only a
colony or a factory is possible on
a planet. Trade is another action
available from the cards, either
by swapping resource cards with
another player or trading them
with the bank.
Victory points are allocated when
a victory points card comes up:
The active player chooses a category, which is then scored for
victory points. If you achieve 50
victory points or have the most
victory points when all planets
are explored, wins the game.
Some of the mechanisms in the
game are pre-set by the topic.
Conspicuous is the short and
very clear rulebook. The planning board is a well-working detail that gives you some choice
for when actions should happen.
A good start for the new series!

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

3-6

AGE

10+

TIME

180+

Designer: G. Dicken, S. + P. Kendall
Artist: Peter Dennis
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 35,00 Euro
Publisher: Ragnar Brothers 2009
www.ragnarbrothers.co.uk

EVALUATION
A game of development
For experts
Set of complex rules
Comments

New edition of History of the World
Short rules for an intense game play
Restricted use of components
Attractive Combat rules
Game experience is advantageous

Compares to

Civilization, Age of Renaissance and other buildupgames on the topic of
developing civilizations

PLAYER

3-5

AGE

13+

TIME

60+

Designer: B. Faidutti, S. Laget
Artist: Yanner, Albers, Maiorana
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 50,00 Euro
Publisher: Nexus/Heidelberger 2009
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Sci-Fi-build-up game
With friends
Resources management
Comments

First game in the Nexus Designer
Series - Complex mechanisms
Short playing time despite complexity - Attractive components

Compares to

Planet Steam and other
games using resources
management, situated in
space

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

BAUER SUCHT FRAU / BIN ICH BEETHOVEN? t

BAUER SUCHT FRAU
THE CARD GAME

Being a farmer, what must I do to
find a wife? The game on clichés!
12 cards are randomly chosen
from the stack and are meant to
help you to get into the heads of
the opposite sex and to assess
your fellow players correctly. One
of the cards stating a situation
from daily life is read out including 4 possible answer, a male
player uses the blue text on the

male side of the card, a female
player reads the red text on the
female side of the card.
Each player secretly chooses an
answer and lays out the corresponding player card face down.
Then the reader chooses another
player whom he or she wants to
assess on this question and who
must in turn assess him or her
for a mutual assessment. Both

BIN ICH BEETHOVEN?
AM I BEETHOVEN? OR A CHEESE?
Am I Beethoven? adapts a basically well-known game mechanism for the 21st century, that is
it introduces an eletronic game
module. This so called Word Generator is fixed to an elastic headband. Players sort themselves
into teams. One member of the
active team is the guesser of the
round and puts the Word Generator on his head. The generator

www.gamesjournal.at

displays a person, an animal, a
film or an item. The guesser gets
hints from his team mates. These
hints must follow the basic rules
for such games – no part or no
variation of the term may be
named. But the team may point
to the corner of the board corresponding to the term. Each corner of the board is depicting one
of the four categories. The team

choose one of the blue guess
cards and compare this with the
previously played player card
without telling the letter on
the player card – only “right” or
“wrong” is announced. If both are
right, they exchange a heart chip
and the current round ends.
If only one of them is correct, this
player receives a marker with value 1 and the next player chooses
a partner. If both players were
wrong, the next player again
must choose a partner. When all
pairs have assessed once and no
mutual correct assessment was
achieved, the same pairings have
another try to achieve a correct
assessment. When all 12 cards
have been played, the player
with the highest total score
from heart and point chips wins
the game.
Bauer sucht Frau is a funny card
game with a given basic topic,
the selection of question is nice
and well-done. If you like that
kind of game, this one offers a
nice addition to your selection.

INFORMATION

mates may also sing, hum or use
other noises. In a “all is possible”
round they can also work with
“rhymes with” or “sounds like”.
The guesser has 90 seconds to
name the term. In case of a mistake or if you want to pass you
press the generator and a new
term is displayed, you also do so
if you name the term correctly
before time runs out. If the other
times note a mistake, they call
“pass” and you press the generator. There is no additional penalty
for a mistake or if you pass. For a
correctly named term your team
moves 2 steps in case of a “one
term” round and 1 step in an “all
is possible” round.
The team that reaches the finish
at the end of a round wins the
game.
Bin ich Beethoven? is nothing
new, but still fun, still good, still
provides lots of laughter and
tension when you try to find
out that you currently are a dog
leash! Film freaks might have a
slight advantage!

INFORMATION

PLAYER

3-6

AGE

14+

TIME

45+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Barbara Spelger
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 10,00 Euro
Publisher: Amigo 2010
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card game based on a tv series
With friends
Anworten richtig einschätzen
Comments

Game based on tv series
Well-done selection of questions
Nice scoring mechanism

Compares to

Ego, Privacy and all other
games assessing answers
on known questions

PLAYER

4-16

AGE

12+

TIME

60+

Designer: unstated
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 20,00 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2010
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Guessing game
With friends
Process hints, guess identity
Comments

Well-known mechanisms
Revised mechanism to work with
electronik module
Module offers more than 2000 terms

Compares to

Hedbanz and other such
guessing games
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u BRIDGE TROLL / CHELSEA

BRIDGE TROLL

8

EAT THE PRINCESS OR HOLD HER TO RANSOM?
We are trolls and guard a trollbridge. Every day lots of travelers
want to use the bridges and you
rival with your fellow trolls to get
most of those travelers on your
bridge.
The display is prepared and
the travel card according to the
number of players is laid out. The
game is played in rounds: First
the starting player rolls the die

to determine the weather und
thus the number of travelers.
One traveler card is placed facedown, the others face-up. Then
all can bid with their boulders
for choosing from the travelers.
In order of their bid beginning
with the highest all in turn take
the appropriate trophy marker
including an eventual bonus
marker. If you did not bid, you

CHELSEA

A RED CAR IS NOT ACCEPTABLE!
Children living in the well-to-do
borough of Chelsea are growing
up and want a home of their
own. To help them, parents buy
houses and cards, but the children have their own ideas about
preferred colours.
Each player represents a family
and wants to set up his five children of a colour for live. The board
shows 12 houses, each with a ga-

14
16

rage and garage drive. The van
tiles are shuffled face down and
randomly placed face down on
the garage drives. All other items
like cars, houses and garages are
shuffled face down and stacked.
In your turn you can repaint a
house or a garage, buy cars or
relocate cards or vans. When
three or more features on an
estate have the same colour this

ISSUE 414 / OKTOBER 2010

mark your bridge as “closed”.
Then all players whose bridge
is open take a traveler in order
of the trophy markers, you may
not pass and must score the
card immediately. To do so you
either place it at the food side
or the toll side of your bridge.
Then all players receive a share
of the boulders used in bidding:
In reverse order of the trophy
markers all choose one complete
bid for their stock. If you did not
bid you receive boulders from
the general stock according to
the number on the travel card.
Then all can exchange cards
from the food or the toll side for
points or upgrade the bridge.
Closed bridges can be upgraded
by using boulders. If the travelr
card pile is finished, you win with
the highest total from bridge upgrade and scoring markers.
Bridge Troll is a resources management game with auction,
attractively disguised by a fantasy topic. The interrelations of the
cards render it a tick too complex
for a family game.

INFORMATION

estate’s colour is considered “frozen” and all newly placed items
must be of the same colour. To
repaint a house or garage you
draw a tile and place it, tiles already there are removed from
the game. To buy cars you draw
them from the stack and place
them on empty parking lots,
belonging to one or two estates.
Vans are revealed under certain
conditions.
A child can move into an empty
house, if three of the items have
the same colour, but a different
one from the colour of the child.
If a child moves into a house
with an inmate, all colours in
the house must differ from the
child’s colour and four of the five
items in the estate must have the
same colour. Two children of the
same family can never move into
the same house. If a player has
managed to house all his children properly he wins the game.
Chelsea has a very funny topic
and a very simple mechanism,
the vans are jokers you can use
to freeze colours on an estate.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

3-6

AGE

10+

TIME

60+

Designer: Alf Seegert
Artist: Ryan Laukat
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 15,00 Euro
Publisher: Z-Man Games 2009
www.zmangames.com

EVALUATION
Resources management game
With friends
Bid for travelers, use cards
Comments

Cards language-independent
German rules available
Standard fantasy topic

Compares to

All games with auction and
use of won resources

PLAYER

3-6

AGE

8+

TIME

25+

Designer: John Ede
Artist: Andreas Resch
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 25,00 Euro
Publisher: PrimeGames 2009
www.primegamesuk.com

EVALUATION
Placement game
Mit Freunden
Place and swap tiles, form sets
Comments

Funny, unusual topic
Basically a pure abstract set-building
game - German rules available

Compares to

All placement games with
swapping to form sets

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

CHEZ CTHULHU / CINCO t

CHEZ CTHULHU

SHARE A FLAT WITH THE ANCIENT ONE!
WG meets Lovecraft – that makes you think of dust under the
bed and old pizza remnants on
the sofa – and it becomes true
in this newest edition within the
Chez Geek game family. You and
your flat mates worship the Ancient One and try to reach your
personal Slack Goal! You are given a job, maybe gravedigger or
something equally interesting,

and get cards belonging to the
„Life“ variety - and that can be
anything, a person or a pet, an
item, an activity or an „anytime“
card. Your turn starts with drawing cards, rolling dice to get
rid of unwanted persons room or
to use cards, invite persons, use
your free time to go shopping
or other activities and finally
you discard cards. And as we

CINCO

ROLL GROUPS OF DRAGONS
The aim of the game sounds simple – you roll your dice to achieve
groups of dragons. Not all dice
are always visible to all players,
so you never really know what
groups have been formed. So
you must bluff to win gold from
other players.
Each player starts with 5 five gold
pieces. The first player starts the
game and rolls the dice with

www.gamesjournal.at

8

the help of the dice cup, the
cup stays over the dice. He alone looks at the result – others
should not be able to see it –
and then moves the cup along to
the next player and announces a
number and colour of dragons.
The other player can accept this
offer. If he accepts he looks underneath the cup and must raise
the offer. To do so he can reroll

are flatmating in Cthulhu, madness is part of daily life and has
its own rules: Madness interacts
with slack, once you have accumulated a certain amount of
madness, you do not take further
madness, but take slack instead.
Chez Cthulhu can be combined
with Chez Geek and other editions, but you must treat any
reference on cigarettes to mean
tentacles and vice versa! Is there
a problem? Well, results can be
disquieting, but this is Cthulhu,
remember, and in Cthulhu TV
cards can annul cards for free
time that you just played and
if somebody sent the Manga
girl into your room, you really
do have a problem, even if you
did not take madness with you,
but you can do so if you like.
Oh, and if you want to remove a
“sleep”-card, you need to manage a tête-á-tête with a result of
5 slack! I knew that you would
set out now immediately to get
a copy of Chuz Cthulhu! But are
you sure you can get it by using
“shopping”?

INFORMATION

any number of dice – dice that
are not rerolled become visible
to the other players. Possible offers are 2-5 dragons of the same
colour, the value rises from rot to
orange to green to blue to purple
and to black – two black dragons
are higher than two red ones, but
three red ones are higher than 2
black ones, and so on.
If you refuse the offer, you lift the
cup and check the offer of your
predecessor – the one you both
that is in the wrong loses one
gold piece to the treasure in the
middle of the table. This ends the
round.
If you roll 5 dragons of one colour the round ends as well. You
take the treasure from the table
and start a new round. Each player can roll each dice only once
in a turn! If you are out of gold,
the game ends and the player
with the most gold wins. Cinco
is a minimalistic version of Liar’s
Dice, varied by loss of gold instead loss of dice and the reward
for a valuable throw!

INFORMATION

PLAYER

2-5

AGE

12+

TIME

60+

Designer: S. Jackson, J. Darbro
Artist: John Kovalic
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 15,00 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2010
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Satirical card game
With friends
Play and use cards
Comments

New topic in the „chez …“ series
New mechanism „madness“
Can be combined with other games
of the series

Compares to

Chez Geek and other titles
in the series

PLAYER

3-6

AGE

8+

TIME

45+

Designer: Richard de Rijk
Artist: Richard de Rijk
Title germ.: identical
Price: on demand
Publisher: The Realm of Fantasy 2009
www.trof.nl

EVALUATION
Dice game
For families
Roll groups of dragons
Comments

Minimalistic version of Liar’s Dice
Loss of gold/points instead of dice
when caught bluffing - Additional
rules for rolls of five of a kind
Only in Dutch, English rules available
from the designer

Compares to
Liar’s Dice
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u CLUB 2% / DER MONDBÄR

CLUB 2%

WHO LIVES WITH THE BIRD IN HOUSE #1?
Club 2% is a new fun game for
logical thinkers of all ages. 84
puzzles are ready to be solved;
they are based on a puzzle that is
rumored to be solvable only for
21% of all people. The 84 cards
all give hints to enable you to
allocate five coloured inmates
correctly to five houses, including their pets. The inmates are
fire fighter, builder, diver, cook

4

and pilot. Their pets are dog, cat,
turtle, rabbit and bird. The puzzle
cards feature different clues for
a solution, 7 different symbols
are used. The puzzle side of the
card shows the number of houses and a symbol designates if
the puzzle includes only people
or also pets.
Each of the three levels of difficulty features the same inma-

DER MONDBÄR

SLEEP WELL, LITTLE MOONBEAM BEAR!
Little Moonbeam Bear has difficulties to fall asleep, because
his friend, the moon is all alone in the sky. But the friends of
Moonbeam Bear have a good
idea – they want to light up the
stars in the sky to keep the moon
company and Moonbeam Bear
can go to sleep. All children, before they go to sleep themselves,
assist Moonbeam Bear and his

18

3

friends in lighting up the stars.
The stars are dealt evenly to the
players. The animals are placed
in the middle of the table and all
players in turn choose an animal,
until all animals are standing in
front of player. It can happen
that one player has more animals
than another. Then all in turn roll
the die: If the die shows one of
the animals, you can take the
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tes – puzzles with three inmates
always work with yellow, red,
green that is fire fighter, builder
and diver. In level 2 the white
cook and the dog are added and
only in level 3 all five inmates and
all five pets are in play.
The symbols use one circle for
each house, if the circle is bold it
means the character lives there,
if the circle is crossed out the character does not live in this house.
2Two circles next to each other
mark neighbors, but not their
order. Then there is a symbol for
“lives left of without stating how
far to left, it need not be to the
immediate left, “and for “live together in the same house” or “do
not live in the same house”. The
various levels train the sense for
the logic behind the puzzles. The
hints can be understood without
reading skills, so that the training
for logical thinking and the fun
with the puzzles are available for
young and old.

INFORMATION

animal from the middle or from
one of the players and place it in
front of yourself. If the animal you
have rolled is already standing in
front of yourself, it remains there.
If you roll the star you may light
up one star for each animal that
stands in front of you by placing
one of your stars into the box. If
you are the first to have light up
all your stars in the night sky, you
win the game.
This is a very beautiful and very
simple game mechanism, the
playing pieces are handy for little hands, the die is big and the
symbols are easily recognized.
The design of the box with its
midnight blue color and the
little golden stars is a wonderful
introduction to the theme and
makes you think of lovely summer nights. The middle of the
rule book shows a funny cheerful
picture of Moonbeam Bear and
his friends, if you are not tired enough to sleep you can make up
a good night story about them.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

1+

AGE

4+

TIME

var

Designer: unstated
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 18,00 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2010
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
A game of logic
For families
Deduct positions from clues
Comments

Colorful logic for young and old
Smaller children need adult
assistance - Can be played alone by
children after explanation and a few
trial puzzles

Compares to

Smart Car and other logic
puzzles for children and
families

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

3+

TIME

10+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 12,00 Euro
Publisher: Die Spiegelburg 2010
www.spiegelburg.de

EVALUATION
A game of dice
For children
Roll die, take animal, place star
Comments

Second game featuring Moonbeam
Bear - Very pretty components
Design and story go marvelously
together

Compares to

All simple dice game

www.gamesjournal.at

DINO BUSINESS / DOBBLE t

DINO BUSINESS
THEME PARK WITH TRICERATOPS CO
In the near future a dinosaur
graveyard is found and Dr. Rex
could reconstruct 30 varieties of
dinosaurs. At the moment they
live in incubators, but their future
lies in a dinosaur theme park on
an island. Players are “dinosaur
investors” who invest capital to
resurrect dinosaurs and make
them available to the public.
Three regions of the island are

DOBBLE

connected with bridges and are
developed one after the other
in so called “acts”. In a round first
supplies are made available at
the market; then players take
turns to either buy an item or
a dinosaur tile from the market
or get money from the bank or
pass. Anytime in your turn you
can restore a dinosaur by discarding the necessary items, laying

8

WHO SPOTS THE OTHER APPLE FIRST?
In Dobble you find 50 different
symbols printed on 55 round
cards. Each cards depicts 8 different symbols, the mixture of
symbols on each card is unique
and each card shares only one
symbol with any other card in
the deck. All in all there are rules for five different short little
games, all using the basic ingredients of observation and

www.gamesjournal.at

7

6

speed. Always all players play
simultaneously, you can play all
variants in any combination or
keep playing only one of them
for several games.
Brunnen: All turn up a card
from their stack simultaneously. IF you are the first to spot
the symbol shared by your card
and the card in the middle, you
name the symbol and set aside

PLAYED FOR YOU

out the tile and marking a free
pen on the current island.
A round ends when either all
items are sold out or all players
have passed. When all pens in
the current region are filled, the
act for this region ends. All remaining items and dinosaur tiles are
taken off the market, all players
must return dino tiles they did
not manage to restore, but all
players keep money and items
for the next act. You score points
for restored dinosaurs and adjacent pens. When all acts are finished and scored, you can score
bonuses for pens on different
islands connected by bridges
and the total of your restored
dinosaurs.
A favorite topic, pretty components and basically simple rules
make up the ingredients for a
nice family game with resources
management and optimum use
of the items on offer at the market. The real difficulty could be
finding the game, a nice example
of Korean games.

INFORMATION

the card. The next round starts.
If you are first to set aside all
cards, you win. Höllentrip: Each
player has a face-down card, all
turn it over at the same tim and
try to find the symbol common
to the card in the middle. If you
manage to spot it first you take
the card from the middle stack.
When the stack is finished, you
win with the most cards. Heiße
Kartoffel: Each player has a card
and all turn them up at the same
time. If you are the first to spot a
symbol shared by your card and
another card, you give your card
to the owner of the other card.
The last one holding the stack
loses the round. When all cards
are given out, the player with
the most cards loses. Other variants are called Das vergiftete
Geschenk and Raffgier.
Dobble packs a well-known mechanism attractively and nicely
into a tin, all variants are meant
for fast play and do not need
much space. A fun training for
fast reactions and observation;
fun for all the family.

INFORMATION

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

7+

TIME

60+

Designer: Kevin Kim, Soo
Artist: Seahee Lee
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 30,00 Euro
Publisher: Playoff Games 2009
no webpages

EVALUATION
Resources management game
For families
fill pens, score points
Comments

Nice topic - Some playing experience
recommended
Some time to read the rules
All the same, simple rules
Not generally available

Compares to

Other resources management games

PLAYER

2-6

AGE

6+

TIME

5+

Designer: Denis Blanchot
Artist: Igor Polouchine
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 15,00 Euro
Publisher: Asmodee 2010
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Observation and reaction game
For families
Turn up cards, find correlations
Comments

Handy packaging - Round cards
Many ways to play
Good for traveling

Compares to

Schnipp Schnapp, Jungle
Speed and other observations games on finding
correlations
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u DUNGEON TWISTER / EPÄILLYT

DUNGEON TWISTER
PRISON

Der 3000 year old Arch Mage
has built a new dungeon that
he uses also for a prison – player
are meant to leave the dungeon
or to earn victory points in the
dungeon, depending on the
scenario chosen.
This new basic version can be
used either as a stand-alone
game or as expansion #9 for the
first edition of the game. New

miniatures feature the Koloss,
the Naga, the Telephat, the Cleric
or the Mechanork. In his turn a
player plays an action card, uses
action points and takes card
back into his hand. An action
point can be spent on Turning
up or rotating a dungeon card,
moving a miniature, to fight,
and using special abilities of a
character or an item. At the end

EPÄILLYT
THE SUSPECTS

A businessman called Edvard
Falk has been murdered, players
investigate and must find the
culprits, one from each group –
rich men (blue), women (ed) and
workers (green), in each group
there are four suspects. TO solve
the crime you use clue and alibi
tiles, for each culprit there are
three clue tiles on the board, for
innocents a maximum of two.

20

Alibi tiles are only present for innocents. If you collect three clue
tiles for a person, this person is
established as a culprit.
The clue and alibi tiles are sorted
by person and then according
to exact rules either partly left
in the box or shuffled and distributed on the board, of course all
face down.
In each round you can either
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of an action only 2 tiles or 1 tile
plus 1 character are allowed in
one space. In Scenario I you must
try to lead your two miniatures
out of the labyrinth over the
starting line of your opponent. In
Scenario 2, “Colossus“, you have
the same task, but this time you
must get them out before Colossus gets them. In Scenario 3
„Until death do us part“ your task
is to eliminate two enemy characters from the game. Scenario
4 sends „David versus Goliath“,
aka Telepath versus Colossus
into the labyrinth, you should
earn 4 of the victory points, that
are introduced in this scenario.
Victory points are scored for
each character led out of the labyrinth and for each eliminated
opposing character. Scenario
5 presents the complete game
„Stand alone“ with all 8 rooms, all
characters and 6 objects for each
player, aim of the gaim is to gain
5 victory points. Rules for a solo
variant are enclosed.

INFORMATION

place a new detective on the
board by turning up one of your
city tiles or do actions with one
of the detectives. Action must
always be done in a fixed order:
use action tile, use the streetcar
and exchange information. You
can leave out an action or do one
action several times. Alibi and
clue tiles can only be reached
by movement with action tiles
along blue lines. To exchange
information you must meet another detective and pay with any
clue tile. Then you can ask for a
clue tile. The other player must
hand you a tile for this person, if
he has not got one, he can hand
you one of the same colour without naming the person. If he
has no tile of the colour, he must
say so. If you arrest the culprits at
their job locations, you win.
Epäillyt is a very attractively
made with period components
with short rules and simple basic
mechanisms, the fixed number
of culprits is an interesting feature.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

1,2

AGE

12+

TIME

60+

Designer: Christophe Boelinger
Artist: T. Masson, W. Reynolds
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 40,00 Euro
Publisher: Ludically 2009
www.ludically.com

EVALUATION
Fantasy Dungeon Crawl
With friends
Use abilities of characters, items
Comments

Stand-alone game
Can also be used an an expansion for
the original Dungeon Twister

Compares to

Other editions of Dungeon
Twister, and any dungeon
crawl for two

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

9+

TIME

60+

Designer: Kimmo Sorsamo
Artist: Tim Foley
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 40,00 Euro
Publisher: Competo 2009
www.competo.fi

EVALUATION
Detektivspiel
With friends
Collect information from tiles
Comments

In Finnish language
Short rules in German and English
German addition announced
Standard Mechanisms
Unusual number of culprits

Compares to

Saustall, Mystery Express
and other detective games

www.gamesjournal.at

FISH! FISH!! FISH!!! / GAUSS t

FISH! FISH!! FISH!!!
YOU NEED TO CATCH THE GREY FISH!
You are a fisher and try to catch
as many valuable fish as possible.
You can either lure the fishes to
your boat or set out with your
boat to find the richest school
of fish. Fishes have different values and can join each other in
a school.
The blue and white fish are distributed on the board; one grey
fish is placed in the middle. Each

8

player receives 2 grey fish and 3
movement cards. In your turn
you can move your boats or
move fish. For both moves you
use movement cards and draw
cards at the end of your turn,
equal to the number on the last
square that you entered. If you
move your boat and you pass a
square with a fish on it you take
the fish, but keep it separated

GAUSS

ATTRACT OR REPULSE
One player has the red discs, the
other the blue ones, all discs of
a colour have the same magnetic effect. Therefore discs of the
same colour repulse each other
and discs of different colour
attract each other. Each player
starts with 10 of his own discs
and 5 discs of his opponent. The
board is made up of hexes, the
outmost ring of hexes is called

www.gamesjournal.at

10
“void”. Next to the hex board
there is a “risk” and a “void” zone
for each player. You take turns in
placing a disc on one of the inner
gray hexes, NOT on a “void” hex.
The newly placed disc is called
trigger and its effects are resolved immediately. The trigger
effects the nearest disc in each
of the six directions. If the influenced disc has the same colour

PLAYED FOR YOU

from your grey start fishes! If
you move fish, you play a card
and move one fish one square,
as often as you want. If a fish
meets another fish, they form a
school. A school is moved like a
single fish; you may never count
or check the number and value
of fish in the school. If you move
a school next to a boat, the
school is caught by the owner
of the boat. At the end of your
turn you can place one of your
grey fishes onto a square with
a fish or school. Grey fish are
worth 5 points at the end, but
only if placed and caught again
in a school, otherwise they lose
you 5 points at the end. White
fish score 1 point, blue fish score
2 points each. When all movement cards have been used you
win with the most points from
your fish.
Fish! Fish!! Fish!!! Is a fun and easy
family game with a good mixture
of simple rules and tactics using
your grey fish well! And do keep
an eye on those other boats!

INFORMATION

as the trigger, it is repulsed and
moves toward the edge of the
board until it encounters another disc or reaches a „void“ hex.
A disc of the other colour is attracted by the trigger and moves
next to the trigger, if not already
there. If a row of four discs of the
same colour is formed the row is
scored: Discs in the row on grey
inner hexes are placed in the
“gain” area, discs on “void” hexes
are set into the risk area. When
players have placed all discs and
relocated all possible rows, each
counts the discs in his “gain” area.
Then the number of discs in the
“risk” area is compared – the
player with the higher number
must deduct this number from
the score in the “gain” area. Who
now has the most points wins
the game.
Gauss seems to be simple, but
the clever mechanism of placing
opposing pieces and scoring
rows formed in the opponent’s
move by trigger results is a real
challenge.

INFORMATION

PLAYER

AGE

2-4

8+

TIME

45+

Designer: Chislaine van den Bulk
Artist: M. Verkoelen, S. Mik
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 30,00 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2009
www.quined.nl

EVALUATION
Placement and gathering game
For families
Move boat and fish, catch fish
Comments

Good family topic
Pretty components
Simple rules

Compares to

„Packeis am Pol“ und other
games where you collect
fish

PLAYER

2

AGE

10+

TIME

20+

Designer: Susumu Kawasaki
Artist: nicht genannt
Title germ.: ident
Price: ca. 20,00 Euro
Publisher: Kawasaki Factory 2009
japonbrand.gamers-jp.com

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
With friends
Place discs, implement results
Comments

Several editions
Short, simple rules
Plan functional componants

Compares to

Abalone and other abstract
placement games where
pieces influence other
pieces
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u DAS NEUE GEO QUIZ / HAU LA

DAS NEUE GEO QUIZ
1000 QUESTIONS FROM ALL
AROUND THE WORLD
The questions in this new edition of GEO Quiz originate from
the magazines “GEO” as well as
“GEO kompakt” and “GEO EPOCHE”. The game states fact with
the questions and offers possible
answers, including the answer
“all wrong”. If you want to know
more about the subject, issue
and page of the magazines are
named.

The topic chips for human – natural – heavenly – terrestrial are
sorted and laid out as stated in
the rules, as are the randomly
chosen and shuffled obstacle
tiles. These obstacles can only
be mastered by discarding of
topic chips. The questions cards
are sorted in order of the topics,
but if so desired can be shuffled.
In your turn you are the questi-

HAU LA

WHOSE MARKER IS HIGHEST?
Each player receives a number of
building blocks with holes and a
colour marker. At the beginning
of the game 3 big blocks are
placed on the board: Then in turn
each player places one block and
his colour marker – then heights
are checked and the owner of
the highest reaching colour
marker may place a bonus block
and is the next starting player. In

22
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the following turns you always
take off your colour marker and
place your new block in its stead.
You must announce beforehand
which holes you will connect or
use. If blocks touch elsewhere
than at the connection, the currently highest placed player receives a penalty. When all players
have placed all their blocks, the
winner is whose colour marker
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oner, you draw the front card
and name the topic, the facts,
the questions and all answers.
Then all players in turn choose
and name one of the answers.
Then the correct answer is read. If
you answered correctly you can
either move your pawn or take
a corresponding topic chip from
stock. If you reach a face-down
topic chip first, you get it. If all answer wrong, the questioner gets
a chip. If you answer correctly “all
wrong”, you move one step and
get a chip. A spot containing an
obstacle tile may only be entered
if you can discard 2 corresponding topic chips. The rules also
provide for players who have
dropped back very far.
“Das neue GEO Quiz” is a very
good and well-made sequel of
“Das große GEO Quiz”, basically a
standard quiz game, but working
in interesting mechanism details
and also offering challenging
and interesting questions. Discussions will enliven and enrich
play and make for an interesting
evening.

INFORMATION

reaches highest.
This is the very simple game
mechanism. The special feature
of this game are the blocks themselves – they are not blocks but
strips with holes. There are joints
with arrow-shaped connecting
pieces at the end which can be
placed into the holes of other
pieces. The end pieces only
have one of these arrow ends,
they come in big and small with
one or two holes. The joints have
2 or 3 holes. The joints must always placed with one arrow-end
in the hole from where you took
your colour marker, the other
end can go in any hole within
reach. In any free hole of the
newly placed piece you then set
your colour marker. End pieces
just stick out of the construction;
but are used like the joints: you
place your marker and then go
on building from there.
A beautifully and aesthetic game,
not easy at all, it is a real challenge for your three-dimensional
imagination and your planning
abilities.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

3-6

AGE

12+

TIME

60+

Designer: unstated
Artist: Fine Tuning
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 30,00 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2010
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Quiz game
With friends
Answer questions, move pawn
Comments

Questions from GEO magazines
Revised edition with new questions
Basich mechanisms have been
attractively modified - Facts named
for each question - 4 possible answers

Compares to

Das große GEO Quiz and
other quiz games

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

8+

TIME

15+

Designer: Team Saien
Artist: nicht genannt
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 40,00 Euro
Publisher: Saien/Japon Brand 2010
japonbrand.gamers-jp.com

EVALUATION
Construction game
For families
Place blocks, place colour marker
Comments

Beautiful construction at the end of
the game - Planning ability and threedimensional thinking are essential
Very simple rules

Compares to

Die Aufsteiger, Turmbauer
and all other building
games demanding reaching a maximum height

www.gamesjournal.at

INFINITE CITY / KINGPIN t

INFINITE CITY

POWER STATION NEXT TO POST OFFICE
The economy is booming and
the town grows continually. Players want to take over the town
and to control the biggest areas
and most important buildings.
The game features 120 town tiles
with different buildings and an
instruction, e.g. “swap your cards
with another player” or “card instructions to not affect this card
nor all cards adjacent to it nor

10

any markers on it”. All tiles are
stacked face down, each player
draws five tiles and five tiles are
laid out face down in the shape
of a cross to form the starting
display. In turn you place one tile
from your hand edge on edge to
at least one other tile already in
place, place one of your markers
on it and follow the instructions
on the card you placed. If due

KINGPIN

YAKUZA CONTRA MAFIA
Players in the guise of mobster
gangs fight for territories. On
each side of the double-sided
board the squares are arranged
differently, both sides show a so
called action track. Each player
commands an influence zone of
3 squares; the red squares are no
man’s land. Players alternate for
turns and in their turn can either
attack or do a marker tile action.

www.gamesjournal.at
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Marker tile actions are placing,
turning, moving or switching
marker tiles. After a marker tile
action the track marker is moved one spot down. In an attack
the opposing marker must be
eliminated, you can either have
a shoot-out or a drive-by. In a
shoot-out there are directly involved markers and indirectly
involved markers, depending

PLAYED FOR YOU

to card instruction you need
to mark a face-down card you
turn it over and follow those instructions, too. If you must mark
a face-up tile you not follow its
instructions.
If someone is out of markers, all
still having markers have one
more turn. If the fifth power station is placed, the game ends immediately. You score contiguous
adjacent tiles under your control,
that is, with one of your markers
on it, but only if there are at least
three tiles in the group. Cards
with several markers score for all
those players. Then add all points
given by the cards themselves
and finally count your tiles with
a silver border – if you control the
majority of those you score their
number as a bonus.
Infinite City is a simple placement game with a challenging
mix of luck and tactics. Your
markers are limited, possibilities
are numerous and the effect of
some tiles can be optimized by
the order you place them.

INFORMATION

of the positions of the markers
next to each other. A shoot-out
is decided by comparison of
attack power and resistance of
the gangsters shooting at each
other, afterwards markers are
removed accordingly. A drive-by
is basically also a shoot-out, but
from a different starting position
of the markers and the outcome
is influenced by the car symbols
of the attacking gangster. If you
occupy no man’s land or have eliminated the opposing Kingpin,
you win the game. If you ran out
of actions on the action track you
lose instantly.
If you choose the variant “A very
long night” you play without
action track, game continues
until one player achieves victory conditions. Kingpin is a game
for specialists, not only due to
the topic, you need game experience to use markers and their
symbols and to achieve victory
before you run out of actions.
The graphics and components
are sparse and fit the topic perfectly.

INFORMATION

PLAYER

2-6

AGE

10+

TIME

45+

Designer: Brent Keith
Artist: Charles Urbach
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 35,00 Euro
Publisher: Alderac 2009
www.alderac.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement game
For families
Place tiles, use their effect
Comments

Very simple rules
Many tactical possibilities despite a
high chance factor
Impressing graphics
Card text in English

Compares to

Sim City, Carcassonne

PLAYER

2

AGE

18+

TIME

30+

Designer: Cywicki, Cywicki, Hanusz
Artist: R. Adler, M. Zasowski
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 30,00 Euro
Publisher: Kuznia Gier 2009
www.kuzniagier.com

EVALUATION
Position game /mobster topic
For experts
Place, eliminate markers
Comments

Cooperation with Heidelberger for
German rules - Purely abstract mechanisms comparing tile strength
Gameplay Experience necessary

Compares to

All placement games with
tiles influencing each other
due to different strength,
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u KNUCKLING KNIGHTS / LAST TRAIN TO WENSLEYDALE

KNUCKLING KNIGHTS
THE DUEL

This is a sequel to Knuckling
Knights. Once again the knights
want to joust against each
other in the courtyard fo Kong
Benjamin’s castle to find the best
Knuckling Knight. But this time
they do not roll the dice, they
snip! If you win the Knuckling
round, you receive a Knuckle
coin from the king. If you own
most of these coins at the end

4
of the game, you win!
In each round, two knights joust
against each other. The duelists
are determined by revealing the
first Knuckle disc: The colours in
the coat-of-arms determine the
knights and the top coat-of-arms
determines the starting player.
Each player sets his knight disc
on a horse on the board. Then
both snip forward their knight

LAST TRAIN TO WENSLEYDALE
CHEESE FROM THE YORKSHIRE DALES
TO THE MIDLANDS
The second railway game under
the Treefrog Label makes you
transport stones, cheese and
passengers from the hills of the
Yorkshire Dales to the railroads
of North Eastern Railway and
Midland Steam. The valleys of
the dales are the essential factor in the game, there you can
build track. After building track
you need to buy used engines

24

and cars to transport goods and
passengers. Local land owners
might oppose your plans, so you
need influence on government
offices. Ideally you can palm off
your lines before the losses get
too high.
Each of the four rounds with
four players and five rounds with
three players is divided into several phases, which all must be
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using their shield. If you snip the
other knight off the tournament
arena you earn a knuckle coin.
But take care! To win a duel you
must snip the opposing knight
off and your own disc must remain in the arena, because if you
snip your own knight off you lose
instantly. A knight is considered
iff the tournament arena when
he touches the table surface. In
case of three players you take out
the Knuckle discs of the colour
not in play. For two players there
is a special rule, the Knuckle discs
are not revealed, the first player
to win 6 coins wins the game.
Knuckling Knights The Duel is
the best example for how to
make an exceedingly good new
game out of old, well-loved and
well-known mechanism and at
the same time combining training with fun and action. And on
top of all that, the game is easy
to carry along and can be played
anywhere, as it needs very little
room to play.

INFORMATION

completed before you start the
next one: Investment cubes, influence points, auction influence
points, orders of play, build track,
buy trains and move goods/passengers, profit and loss, order of
play, takeovers and end of turn.
At the end you score for goods
and passengers transported, if
you can make up sets of goods
you score a bonus for each set.
This score is modified by your
position on the profit/loss track,
if you then have the achieved the
highest score you win.
Challenging and well made,
especially the selling off of unprofitable lines result in new
strategies for your line. All in all
a well-working combination of
basic mechanisms with lovely,
challenging details that keep
you on your toes. The comprehensive rules allow fast play and
offer good fun and interesting
game play. The game is sold
out in the Treefrog edition – it is
presented here to announce the
revised edition that will appear at
Argentum Spiele as„First Train to
Nürnberg” at Spiel in Essen.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

TIME

4+

10+

Designer: Gunter Baars
Artist: Thies Schwarz
Title germ.: Rumpel Ritter
Price: ca. 8,00 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2010
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For Children
Snip disc with good aim
Comments

Sequel to Knuckling Knights
Attractive, compact design
Needs little room to play
Simple rules

Compares to

Knuckling Knights for the
topic, all snipping games
for mechanism

PLAYER

3-4

AGE

13+

TIME

120+

Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: Mike Atkinson
Title germ.: identical
Price: currently sold out
Publisher: Treefrog Games 2009
www.warfroggames.com

EVALUATION
Economy / railway game
For Experts
Build track, transport goods
Comments

Sold out in this edition
Revised Edition coming at Essen 2010
at Argentum Spiele
Well-known basic mechanisms
Interesting and challenging details

Compares to

Other train/economy
games

www.gamesjournal.at

LUNA LLENA / MÂAMUT t

LUNA LLENA

FULL MOON THE SURVIVAL GAME
The ancient confrontation between humans and werewolves,
not as a party game but as an adventure game: Werewolves must
infect humans, and humans
must find their comrades that
have been taken hostage by the
werewolves, free them and leave
the forest before nightfall. One
player embodies all werewolves, the hostages are randomly

drawn and then all other players
choose a human character. In
the game human turns alternate
with werewolf turns.
A human phase comprises drawing an action card, exchange
items and actions – explore, first
search, forward/run, alert, hide,
second search – and finally adapting of cards in hand. Players
can spend determination points

MÂAMUT

SPIRIT OF THE HUNTER
The Shaman has assembled all
hunters of the tribe, they are
given the task to catch Mâamut
and seize its spirit. The board is
laid out randomly with the marked starter tile in the center, but
there must not be more than 4
rock tiles around the starter tile.
The mammoth is placed on the
starter tile, the hunters start on
one of the outer tile, each on

www.gamesjournal.at
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his own and not on a rock tile.
To catch the mammoth you use
movement cards and traps. You
always hold 3 movement cards.
In your turn you can either play
a movement card to move your
hunter the indicated number
of steps, straight ahead. Or you
place one of your traps on the
tile with your hunter or you take
up and destroy an opposing trap

PLAYED FOR YOU

at any time, also for other players
on the same board hex. A werewolf phase comprises planning,
movement and actions with
pack card, sniff/attack, bloodthirsty frenzy attack, call of the
blood or healing Once per game
a werewolf can summon Father
Tree or Mother moon. When
the time marker reaches 6 p.m.,
night begins to fall and there are
special rules for combat, infection or life and death with use
of determination points. When
all humans have left the forest,
are transformed or dead or all
werewolves are dead the game
ends and the victory conditions
for both parties are evaluated.
The game promises intensive
hours of horrible adventures
deep in the forest of Aguirre
and this promise is absolutely
kept! Fans of the genre with lots
of game experience will enjoy a
complex adventure needing a lot
of tactics, and you need a minimum of one game to familiarize
yourself with rules and components.

INFORMATION

or you discard a card and pass. At
the end of the turn you replenish
your hand.
If a hunter encounters the mammoth in passing or at the end of
his move, the mammoth flees
in the opposite directions, the
same number of steps as in the
hunter’s move. The hunter must
finish his move. If the mammoth
cannot flee in the opposite direction, it takes the next available
direction clockwise. If the fleeing
mammoth encounters a hunter,
the hunter flees to an adjacent
spot, not on a rock! If the hunter
cannot flee, he is eliminated from
the game. If the mammoth falls
into a trap it is caught and the
owner of the trap has won the
game. If the mammoth cannot
flee in any direction, it has survived the hunt and all the hunters have lost.
Mâamut is a very pretty and wellmade game on an ever-fresh topic! The movement rules are interesting and leave some room
for tactical maneuvers and the
changing board always offers a
new hunting-ground!

INFORMATION

PLAYER

2-7

AGE

14+

TIME

150+

Designer: Servando Carballar
Artist: Juan Garcia, Adrián López
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 40,00 Euro
Publisher: Gen-X Games 2009
www.genxgames.es

EVALUATION
Adventure game / werewolf topic
With friends
Complex set of rules
Comments

Complex set of rules
Rules in English and Spanish
Components are bilingual
Very tiny markers

Compares to

All werewolf games for
topic, otherwise complex
adventure games

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

8+

TIME

45+

Designer: Alain Epron
Artist: Fabrice Bovy
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 20,00 Euro
Publisher: Krok Nik Douil 2009
www.kroknikdouil.com

EVALUATION
Movement game / hunting topic
For families
move hunter, chase mammoth
Comments

Evergreen Topic - Topic and game
mechanisms go well together
Simple movement rules
Some room for tactical decisions

Compares to

Jäger & Sammler as regards
to the topic, otherwise all
games where moving one
piece causes movement in
another piece
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PLAYED FOR YOU

u MAD MOUSE / MARIA

MAD MOUSE

CATCH THE TAIL, GRAB THE CHEESE!
The mouse is running around
the room. Players impersonate
cats, which want to grab the piece of cheese the mouse is carrying. Each player receives a cat’s
paw to catch the mouse with,
basically a piece of plastic with
a handle, shaped like a paw and
with a hole in the middle. The
adult overseeing the game picks
up the mouse and places a piece

4

of cheese in its mouth. Then all
count to three and the mouse is
placed on the floor. Immediately
the mouse starts to run around
the room quickly. All players try
to catch the tail of the mouse
with their paw. If you manage to
catch the tail, you take the piece
of cheese from the mouse and
fix it onto the handle of your
paw. For a new round another

MARIA

THE WAR OF THE AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION
Maria is based on the War of the
Austrian Succession 1740 – 1748.
The game can be played in two
versions: An introductory game
in 9 turns or the advanced game
in 12 turns using the full set of
rules. Players embody the three
rulers Maria Theresa, Frederic of
Prussia and Louis XV., thus controlling Austria, Prussia + Saxony
+ Pragmatic Army and France

26

+ Bavaria respectively. Each of
the turns has 5 phases: Phase 1
– Major Powers conduct politics
– is only played in the advanced
game. Phase 2 – Austria places
its hussars, Phase 3 – Action stage of France and Bavaria, Phase
4 - Action stage of Prussia and
Saxony, Phase 5 – Action stage
of Austria and Pragmatic Army.
Each action stage in turn is again
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piece of cheese is given to the
mouse. When all nine pieces of
cheese have found an owner,
the player with the most pieces
of cheese wins.
Mad Mouse is a very simple
game of dexterity and movement, but it needs a bit of preparation. A lot of space is necessary,
so you must shift the furniture
to ensure that nobody gets hurt
in the heat of the game. If that
is ensured, there’s lots of fun in
chasing the mouse, which runs
around grinning. To actually
catch the upright tail with the
paw is not as simple as it may
sound, the hole in the paw is
only 2 cm wide and the mouse is
moving fast. Good body control
and a very good hand-eye-coordination are necessary. For smaller children adult supervision of
game play is recommended. All
in all Mad Mouse is a fun and fast
game with offers lots of training
for controlled, quick movement
and even faster change of directions!

INFORMATION

divided into 5 phases, they are
played in strict order of Tactical
cards, Supply, Movement, Combat and Retroactive conquest.
A major power wins immediately if its pool of victory markers
is empty and the end of any
actions stage or political stage.
If more than one power has an
empty victory pool, victory goes
to the power that could have
played the most additional markers. In case of ties Maria Therese
wins all ties and Louis XV. loses all
ties. If no player is out of victory
markers after 4 winters, every
major powers totals its four winter scores, the power with the
lowest score wins, ties are again
won by Maria Theresa and lost by
Louis XV.
Rather dry, historically correct
and extremely interesting – Richard Sivél does a wonderful job!
To all fans of historical simulations he offers a thematic sequel
to Friedrich, but with rules that
are a lot more complex!

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

1-4

AGE

TIME

4+

10+

Designer: unstated
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: Maus voraus
Price: ca. 35,00 Euro
Publisher: Goliath 2009
www.goliathgames.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
For Children
Catch the mouse, take the cheese
Comments

Nice mechanism - Can be played
alone - Lots of room needed
Adult supervision recommended
With Batteries

Compares to

Elefun and other Catch/
Target games

PLAYER

2-3

AGE

14+

TIME

300+

Designer: Richard Sivél
Artist: Töpfer, Baltzer, Stubenvoll
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 42,00 Euro
Publisher: Histogame 2009
www.histogame.de

EVALUATION
Historic simulation
For experts
Complex rules
Comments

Complex simulation
Special Rules for 2 players
2 versions
Game experience necessary

Compares to

Friedrich and other historic
conflict simulations

www.gamesjournal.at

PLAYED FOR YOU

METEOR STRIKE / NELLY t

METEOR STRIKE
USE SATELLITE AND LASER
Meteors targeting the moon!
You are a spaceman and interested in the valuable meteors
and want to capture them. You
launch satellites to guide the meteors into your own Moon Base.
The game board is set up, at the
beginning there are no satellites
on the board. In your turn you
roll the die. Depending on the
result you have one of the fol-

7

lowing actions: You place a satellite on the board or relocate
one already on the board, trying
to ensure that meteors roll your
way. Or you relocate or rotate a
space station. Or you drop a meteor into the board using one of
the entries and try to make it
roll into your base. Or you could
direct your laser at any satellite
and destroy the satellite. If a me-

NELLY

HAPPY HIPPO CLIMBING
Little turtle sit on the water
plants and want to climb onto
the hippo, assisted by the players. The die shows a crane, a
water plant and 4 times turtles in
different colours. 20 discs show
water plants on one side and 14
of a crab on the other side, while 6 show a rotting water plant.
These water plant discs are shuffled and dealt to the players with

www.gamesjournal.at

6

the turtles, turtle colors are not
player colors, all play with turtles
in all colors. In your turn you roll
the die: For the turtle symbols
you must feed Nelly (in all rounds
but the first) and then place a
turtle. To feed Nelly you pick one
of your empty plants and turn if
over: If it shows the crab you turn
the head of the hippo. If turtles
slid off the head you place them

teor got stuck in a space station,
you can no more relocate it, but
you may still rotate it. If a meteor
ends up in your base, your spaceman moves one step forward on
the score track. If you have captured 10 meteors and your man
has reached the end of the score
track you win the game.
Variants stated in the rules
change the probability on certain actions. The most interesting
variant changes the aim of the
game: Now meteors are no longer valuable but threaten your
base, you need to deflect them.
If you base has been hit 10 times,
you lose the game.
The most impressive feature
in this game is the board! Elements from Lego Technic make
it foldable! Meteor Strike like the
other titles offers the typical mix
of well-known and well-working
mechanisms with attractive
components, well combined and
featuring clever details. A very
attractive game for two with a
good mix of tactic and luck!

INFORMATION

on plants of your own. Then you
and all players place one of their
turtles on Nelly. You can stack
turtles, but never put them on
their back. A rotting plant makes
Nelly pass wind: All players but
you must use their less-active
hand for placing their turtles and
hold their nose with the other
hand. When the crane is rolled,
the crane must be relocated to
another spot on Nellys back und
for the water plant you put back
one of your empty plants into
the box without any further action. Whenever turtles slide off
Nelly you place them on your
own free plants. If you have not
enough free room the surplus
turtle go out of the game. At the
end of your turn you turn Nelly
to face the next player. If you are
out of turtles, you win the game.
A nice and fun use for balance
and dexterity, the turtles themselves are very pretty and naughty Nelly passing wind always makes the children giggle.

INFORMATION

PLAYER

2

AGE

7+

TIME

20+

Designer: unstated
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 20,00 Euro
Publisher: Lego 2010
www.spiele.lego.de

EVALUATION
A game of placement and action
For families
place satellite, drop meteor
Comments

Magnificent material, especially
board - Some tactics in placing the
satellites - Three variants

Compares to

Beppo der Bock, Avalanche
and others with a mechanism of directing a marble

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

6+

TIME

25+

Designer: Gebrüder Frei
Artist: Karsten Teich, Jo Hartwig
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 25,00 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2009
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For children
Place turtle
Comments

Very attractive game with a naughty
detail - Cute little turtles - Placing
turtles on Nellys back needs a bit of
practice

Compares to

Wackelblume and other
balance games featuring
placing of components
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u OPERA / PIZZA PALETTI

OPERA

BUILD OPERA HOUSES, PERFORM OPERAS
Players represent noble families in supporting the art of
opera. You make use of one of
six different characters to build
opera houses and support six
composers. If you manage more
performances you attract more
audience and you earn enough
to be able to perform the most
renowned operas. Nine rounds
represent the epochs Baroque,

Classic and Romance. In a round
you determine the budget,
have character actions, receive
income and administrate the
end of the round. To determine
the budget you bid ducats and
move your marker on the budget table accordingly. This also
determines order of play. While
your marker is on top of the
budged table it is your turn. You

PIZZA PALETTI

PINAPPLE AND MUSHROOMS FOR #11!
You are a pizza delivery service
and want to deliver your pizzas
fast, because only the fastest
server is going to be paid. Each
player has two pizza servers; one
rides a bike, the other drives a
car. Three orders for pizzas are
laid out and show the necessary ingredients for the pizza.
Next to each order a tile with
the house number where is the

28

6

pizza is wanted is laid out face
down. You roll all three dice and
allocate them: two for the car,
one for the bike. Then car and
bike are moved according to
the points allocated to them, in
any order you want. If you enter
a shop or the kitchen, your move
ends and you can buy dough in
the kitchen or ingredients in the
shop, never more than three of
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choose a character and have one
action; the cost is deducted from
your budget. A character can
only be chosen once per round,
but some of them can then be
used by all players. Characters
are either employees - Impresario, Architetto and Signora – or
experts – Maestro, Critico and
Esperto. Employees can be used
also by all other players to buy a
piece of music, construct part of
building or sell a piece of music
to the palazzo. In the income
phase you are paid ducats for pieces of music in buildings. At the
end of one of the three epochs
scoring for victory points is done,
a composer earns you a bonus
and new buildings become
available for the next epoch. After three epochs the player with
the highest total score wins.
A pure abstract finance management game with unusual topic,
at the beginning money is scarce. All in all you cannot make to
many mistakes, especially in bidding for budget, as the order of
play is essential.

INFORMATION

a kind. To buy more than one
ingredient of a kind at the same
time is more expensive than buying them separately in several
turns. If you have collected the
ingredients for a pizza order,
you turn up the number of the
house and can start to deliver. If
another player also holds the necessary ingredients, he can race
you to the target number. Whoever reaches the house first delivers his pizza, gets paid, and also
receives the order card. When 15
pizzas have been delivered, the
player with the highest total
from money and order cards is
the winner of the game.
Pizza Paletti is a nice family game,
due to the subject, and also because of the logistics element,
which is emphasized by the – rather illogical – mechanism that it
makes more sense to buy ingredients separately. In a variant the
third pawn, the server himself, is
used and moved either together
with the car or separately.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

12+

TIME

90+

Designer: Hans van Tol
Artist: V. Baga, A. Kunkeler
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 37,00 Euro
Publisher: Huch & friends 2009
www.huchandfriends.de

EVALUATION
Build-Up game
With friends
Choose Charakter, set actions
Comments

Co-production with The Game Master
Attractive if rather dark graphics
Very tactical, rather dry
Game experience necessary

Compares to

Puerto Rico for choice of
character, otherwise all
paucity games including
dominance of order of play

PLAYER

2-4

AGE

6+

TIME

45+

Designer: Udo Schotten
Artist: Christian Fiore
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 15,00 Euro
Publisher: Goldsieber 2009
www.goldsieber.de

EVALUATION
Moves game with logistics topic
For families
Collect ingredients, deliver pizzas
Comments

Good family topic
Well-integrated logistics element
Rising pricis when buying more
ingredients introduces a tactical
element

Compares to

Sagaland, all games with a
simple logistics element

www.gamesjournal.at

RACE FOR THE SUMMIT / RAILWAYS t

RACE FOR THE SUMMIT
SCALE THE ROCKS WITH CARDS
Players are sports climbers on
their way to the summit. Each
round you first play the climbing
phase and then the action phase. In the climbing phase players
must spend a limited number of
stamina points to move and to
click in on safety bolts. In the action phase you must choose and
implement an action card from
a limited supply. It is necessary

to find a good balance between
your own advantages and using
any chance to hinder other climbers. If you are the first clip into
the anchor card at the summit
you win.
Following extensive rules you
prepare a card display from
starting cards, climbing cards
and summit cards, augmented
by an environment card and a

RAILWAYS

OF ENGLAND AND WALES
2005 Railroad Tycoon, a game by
Martin Wallace, was published
by Eagle games. Later the game
was re-issued under the title of
“Railways of the World” and was
under this title meant to be the
start of a new series. “Railways of
England and Wales” is an expansion for Railways of the World
within this system.
The game offers two different

www.gamesjournal.at

sets of rules: One set uses the
rules from Railways of the world
with some modifications. Hexes
are either mountains or water or
open territory. Bonds can only
be issued when they need money for purchases or for making
a bid or actions and there are
new operations cards – Passenger Line, Tunnel Engineer and
Railways Inspector. Major Lines

PLAYED FOR YOU

fatigue card. Each player then
draws a character card with corresponding climber card. In your
climbing phase you can use 3 or
2 stamina points as determined
by your position in relation to the
fatigue card and keep choosing
clipping in or moving according
to detailed rules until you either
stop or fall.
In the action phase you choose a
card and enact it. The last active
player from the climbing round
starts to choose. Depending on
the card type you must play the
card immediately, play it at the
start of your next turn or discard,
play it in the next turn in any case
or keep it until you want to use it.
Despite the simple sounding topic this is a far from simple game.
Race for the summit presents you
with a rather difficult choice between risk and security, you must
carefully calculate how often to
clip in or risk a fall – especially at
the start of the game, because if
fall back to the ground, you drop
out of the game.

INFORMATION

are available during the game. If
one player has completed a major line, no other player can score
this line.
The second rule introduces
shares into the game – you do
not own a company, but hold
shares in many companies. If you
own most shares of a company
you control the company. Each
company has 10 shares, the price
is set at the beginning, you can
rise money by issuing shares. In
the first phase you have three
rounds of laying track and transporting goods against onetime
payment. In the second phase
dividends are paid and share prices are adjusted, and in the third
phase companies can merge.
Finally, you can acquire shares.
Was in the basic game, the game
ends with a number of “empty”
cities and you win if you own the
most money from shares minus
outstanding bonds.
If you like railway games by martin Wallace and own either Railroad Tycoon or Railways of the
World, you should not miss out
on this expansion!

INFORMATION

PLAYER

2-6

AGE

TIME

8+

45+

Designer: Mike Lachtanski
Artist: Ashley-Renee Cribbings
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 18,00 Euro
Publisher: Scimitar Games 2009
www.scimitargames.com

EVALUATION
Card placement game
With friends
Move between cards, use effects
Comments

Rare topic - Rather complicated rules
Heavy interaction between cards
Need some games to get acquainted
with the game
Only available in English

Compares to

All movement games with
different costs per move
and pawn and different
effects of locations reached

PLAYER

2-5

AGE

10+

TIME

120+

Designer: Martin Wallace
Artist: P. Niemeyer, D. Oram
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 25,00 Euro
Publisher: Eagle Games 2009
www.eaglegames.net

EVALUATION
Railway game
For Experts
Lay track, transport goods
Comments

Expansion for Railways of the World
Can only be used with the basic game
Two different sets of rules, one comprising company shares
Game experience necessary

Compares to

Other railway games with
share mechanisms
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u SCHNUFFI, WUFF! / SCHWARZE LÖCHER

SCHNUFFI, WUFF!
JUMP, RUN, BARK, HOWL!
Dogs are on the move all day
long, and the players want to
play along and imitate them.
Using this simple idea and a
very simple game mechanism,
children can be active and agile:
In your turn you turn up a card,
imitate the action shown on the
card and keep the card.
The actions are quite self-explaining and easily understood

4

from the pretty drawings: There
are run, howl, sniff, turn, stroke
and lift a leg. Run asks you to run
once around the table. To howl
you must get up, stand behind
your chair, hold your head up
and howl. To sniff you must get
down on all four next to the table and briefly touch your nose
to the floor.
For a turn you get up from your

SCHWARZE LÖCHER
SINK FOUR OF YOUR OWN BLOCKS
The board shows 88 squares
in 10 rows. The end rows form
two-tiered steps, meaning they
are two squares shorter than the
previous row. The 8 blocks of a
player are placed in the middle
of the board, standing on their
small side and in alternating colours, so that blocks of the same
color stand diagonally adjacent
to each other. The player with

30

the light stones begins and makes one move, then player alternate in making two moves in a
turn with blocks of their own color. The blocks are moved by tilting or turning. If a block stands
upright you tilt him down to two
free squares over the edge of the
square it stands on. A block lying
on two squares is either rolled
sideways onto two adjacent
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chair and turn once around yourself. Stroking involves both your
neighbors, you first use your left
hand to touch the arm of your
left neighbor; then you use your
right hand to touch the arm of
your right neighbor. To lift a leg,
you again go down on all four
next to the table and then briefly
lift one leg. When all cards are
given out, you win if you could
collect most different colours.
In the “Racing version” players
in turn roll the die – if you roll a
barking dog, you turn up cards
and imitate the actions as in the
basic version until another player
rolls the barking dog. You win if
you collect the most cards.
Like all other games in the Edition Siebenschläfer Schnuffi, wuff!
uses very simple principles for
game mechanisms that are quickly explained and quickly played,
and enables lots of movement
using very little space. The pretty drawings and letting children
play alone after explaining the
game are further bonuses.

INFORMATION

squares or tilted upright over a
short edge so that it stands up
again. A block may never exceed
the boundaries of the board and
may never move over or cover a
Black Hole, unless it is sunk in the
hole. This is the aim of the game:
If you are first to sink four of your
blocks in any of the Black Holes
you win. To sink a block you must
tilt it over a short edge into the
Black Hole and then take the
block off the board.
Just like all the other games
at Gerhards Schwarze Löcher
is beautiful and attractive and
features brief, clear and seemingly simple rules. Furthermore,
Schwarze Löcher is a game with
an unusual aim: It is rare in abstract placement games for two
that you must take your own
pieces off the board. As there is
no defeating of opposing blocks
you can leave a stone in a position to be tilted into a black hole to
do so later and thereby block the
opponent. Only you can move
your blocks!

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

2-6

AGE

4+

TIME

10+

Designer: Anja Wrede
Artist: Anja Wrede
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 12,00 Euro
Publisher: E. Siebenschläfer 2009
www.edition-siebenschlaefer.de

EVALUATION
Game of agility and movement
For children
Imitate pictured movements
Comments

Minimalistic packaging
Pretty illustrations
Very simple mechanisms and rules

Compares to

Other games of agility and
movement

PLAYER

2

AGE

8+

TIME

30+

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 70,00 Euro
Publisher: Gerhards S +D 2009
www.spiel-und-design.eu

EVALUATION
Abstract placement game
With friends
Place and move blocks
Comments

Beautiful luxurious components
Simple rules - Interesting because
rather rare victory conditions

Compares to

Alla abstrakt games for two
taking pieces off the board

www.gamesjournal.at
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SORRY! BAHN FREI / THE PRINCES OF CATAN t

SORRY! SLIDERS
PAWN AT THE TARGET,
SCORING PAWN IN THE HOUSE!
The playing area is put together
from one of the four possible
target zones and one track per
player. Then you decide on one
of the four variants offered in the
rules. The game mechanism is always the same: You want to slide one of your pawns along the
track into the target area. Take
Care! You may never move your
hand behind the Foul-Line. One

6

move comprises picking one of
your pawns and slide them along
the track to reach the target. You
may move other pawns with
your own. If your pawn ends ist
move on your own track or near
the target zone, it remains there.
If it ends up on the track of another player or is toppled or ends
its move on one of the “Sorry”
zones, you take it off the track.

8

THE PRINCES OF CATAN
THEME SETS SHOW YOU CATAN’S HISTORY
The Settlers of Catan the Card
Game has been given a relaunch,
a new name and a few new rules for the 15 year jubilee of the
board game.
Each player lays out his principality with 2 settlements, 6
landscapes and 1 road. You roll
2 dice for raw materials and an
event for both players. Then you
use cards from your hand for

www.gamesjournal.at

actions or upgrade of the principality, settlements and cities
earn you victory points. There
are additional rules for playing
with the theme sets: The event
cards from the base set and the
theme set are shuffled together,
all other draw piles remain separate. The starting cards are not
dealt randomly, but from one
of the draw piles of the base

As a penalty you must move your
scoring pawn in the best position
back to the start. At the end of a
round – all players have moved
all pawns – all score the points resulting from the position of their
pawns. The points scored can
be distributed any way among
your scoring pawns. A scoring
pawn must reach the finish, the
so-called “House”, with the exact
number of points. Once a scoring
pawn is in the House it is safe and
cannot be sent back for a penalty move because your pawn was
toppled or ended on a opposing
track or a “Sorry” Zone. If you are
the first to have all your scoring
pawns in the house, you win the
game.
Sorry! Sliders is fun! A game
of much dexterity and a little
planning if you can! The double
action of toppling a pawn and
thus sending an opponent’s best
scoring pawn back to the start is
fund and „sorry“ in that moment
is probably only perfunctory!

INFORMATION

set each player chooses three
cards. When doing so you may
not change the order of cards
in the stack, but afterwards you
can rearrange your principality.
The stacks of upgrade cards are
available to both players, each
upgrade may be used only once
in a principality. City upgrades
have been moved from the basic
set to the theme sets. Landscape
upgrades and conditions that
must be met to use some of the
cards are new features. You can
also demolish buildings already
built, returned cards must be
placed underneath stacks with
the same backside.
The introductory game “Die ersten Cataner” uses the base set
and is won with 7 victory points,
the theme set scenarios with 12
points. These sets are called “Zeit
des Goldes”, “Zeit der Wirren”
und “zeit des Fortschritts”, each
of them introduces additional
cards. In “Duell der Fürsten” you
use all sets to win with 13 points.
Still one of the best games for
two ever made!

INFORMATION

PLAYER

1-4

AGE

6+

TIME

30+

Designer: unstated
Artist: unstated
Title germ.: Sorry! Bahn frei
Price: ca. 30,00 Euro
Publisher: Parker Hasbro 2010
www.hasbro.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity game
For families
Move pawn, reach target
Comments

Nice combination of well-known
mechanisms - Many ways to play due
to variable boards - Adapts well to
varying numbers of players

Compares to

Luco/Pachisi for part of the
mechanism as well as all
snipping/sliding games

PLAYER

2

AGE

10+

TIME

var

Designer: Klaus Teuber
Artist: M. Kienle, M. Menzel
Title germ.: Die Fürsten von Catan
Price: ca. 16,00 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos 2010
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Card placement game
With friends
Place and use cards
Comments

New edition under a new title
Revised rules
Theme sets come with the base game

Compares to

The Settlers of Catan Card
game, collectible card
games for resources from
landscapes
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u TRIQUETRA/ WARHAMMER INVASION

TRIQUETRA
USE TRIGGER SQUARE
TO ELIMINATE PIECES
Triquetra is an abstract placement game. The 12x12 board
shows squares in different colours: Grey squares are normal,
safe movement squares, red +
yellow as well as blue + green
go together. Red and blue are
danger squares, yellow and
green the trigger squares. If a
player moves a piece onto a
danger square the opponent

can eliminate this piece if one
of his pieces is in a corresponding trigger square or can move
onto a trigger square in the next
move. Each player starts his 12
warriors, 4 druids and 2 chieftains from the basic position as
given in the rules. Warriors move
1 square orthogonally forward
or sideways, druids and chieftains move exactly 3 squares in

WARHAMMER INVASION
MARCH OF THE DAMNED
Warhammer Invasion is one of
three Living Card Games. The
Core Set comprises four readyto-play pre-constructed card
decks for the „good“ fractions of
Empire and Dwarves and for the
„evil“ fractions of Orks and Chaos. With cards from the so called
Chapter Packs you can adapt
these Core Decks individually to
your own preferences and strate-

32

gies. The card types used in the
game are called Unit/Einheiten,
Tactics/Taktik, Quest, Support/
Hilfskarten und Draftkarten. The
aim of the game is to set fire to
two out of three regions of the
opposing capital to win.
March of the Damned is the first
expansion for Warhammer Invasion and introduces two new
races, the wild Lizardmen and
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any direction over clear squares.
If you are first to move two pieces into the Triquetra Zone in
your opponent’s base line you
win. Those pieces can be 2 chieftains, 2 warriors of one of each.
You cannot reach a Triquetra
zone with a druid.
If you move a chieftain to
Triquetra and you cannot move
a second piece there in the next
three moves, you must move the
chieftain out of Triquetra again.
If you cannot do so because an
opposing piece is blocking you,
your chieftain is eliminated. A
warrior in Triquetra can remain
there until a second piece arrives.
If you can eliminate a piece you
must do so or your opponent
can eliminate the piece in the
trigger square.
Triquetra is an unusual game,
seemingly simple and standard
mechanisms are combined into
a challenging game for fans of
abstract placement games. If you
like that kind of game you should
take a look at Triquetra!

INFORMATION

the undead lackeys of the Vampire Counts. These armies come
with two new key words which
make the game a lot more dynamical: Wild and Necromancy.
Using Wild X a unit that has to
take damage can damage another unit in the denoted zone X
– given that the unit taking damage survives, only then the key
word will be effective. Wild X on
the same unit from several sources cumulates the effect. Using
Necromancy you can play a unit
from the discard pile as if it came
from your hand. If the unit is still
in play at the end of the round
it is placed at the bottom of its
owner’s deck.
All cards in the expansion are
marked with the special symbol
for the expansion, and, of course,
the expansion features new
cards for Chaos, Dark Elves, High
Elves, Empire, Orcs and Dwarves.
The expansion can only be used
with the basic game and offers
challenging new mechanisms
and mighty warriors for the everlasting conflicts in the Warhammer Universe.

INFORMATION

Colour codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 34 and 35

PLAYER

2

AGE

TIME

12+

45+

Designer: Peter O’Carroll
Artist: Noelle Healy
Title germ.: identical
Price: unstated
Publisher: Peca Games 2010
www.pecagames.com

EVALUATION
Abstract position game
With friends
Move and eliminate pieces
Comments

Straightforward functional
components
Unusual rules to eliminate pieces
Basically simple rules

Compares to

All other abstract placement games with eliminating opposing pieces

PLAYER

2

AGE

13+

TIME

120+

Designer: E. W. Lang, N. French
Artist: Team
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 20,00 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger 2010
www.hds-fantasy.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy card game
For experts
Use cards
Comments

Expansion for Warhammer Invasion:
The Card Game - Can only be used
in connection with the base game
Introduces new races and key words

Compares to

Warhammer Invasion
Warhammer Invasion Basic
game and the other Living
Card Games Call of Cthulhu
and A Game of Thrones

www.gamesjournal.at

WOBBLE / YUT-NORI t

WOBBLE

PLACE DISCS TO MAKE THE BALL ROLL
The board is laid out and each
player places for pins in any order in the four holes on his side
of the board. This order is also the
order in which you must put the
ball into the four coloured holes
in the corners of the board. If you
are the first to complete this task
you win the game.
You roll the die and can then
manipulate the number of discs

6

corresponding to the number
you rolled. You can take them off
the border of the board or place
them or do both in any mixture
within the limit set by the dice
result. There is only one rule: you
must not touch the board with
your fingers. To take off discs you
must use the two sticks. It is entirely up to you how you place
discs – very carefully, with a lot of

YUT-NORI

GET HOME – AS FAST AS YOU CAN
In the „Edition SOS-Kinderdörfer
Spiele aus aller Welt“ Grubbe
Media presents classic games
from all over the world, some of
them have been revised, most
list several variants. This is true
also for the Korean classic Yootnori, a movement game similar
to „our Ludo-Pachisi-Mensch ärgere dich nicht“-family of games.
Hallmark features of the game

www.gamesjournal.at
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are square movement track
with diagonal paths to a central
square d dice sticks and a variable number of players. Based
on these feature several games
with different topics are known;
a Korean edition uses animal
sacrifices to the gods as topic of
the game.
In this version the board is used
for a race game with the aim to

PLAYED FOR YOU

force, drop them, or place them
very very slowly. If discs fall off
the board during your turn, you
cannot put them back.
Manipulating to discs moves the
board and thus sets the ball rolling. If it rolls into the hole in the
colour of your leftmost pin, you
can remove the pin, the ball is
set into the middle of the board.
If you have discs left, you can
try for the next hole. If the ball
rolls into the wrong hole, your
turn ends, the ball is set into
the middle. If the ball stays on
the board, your turn ends, too.
The next player must wait until
the ball has come to a complete
standstill. Expert wobblers can
try for the wobble pawn. If you
roll a 1 you get a pawn and can
use it immediately or keep it for
further use.
This is the way to play and have
fun! Simple rules and be alone responsible for what you do with
ball and discs! All others have
fun watching and giving good
advice!

INFORMATION

get your own pieces home. This
game needs two teams of players, made up from any numb er
of players, each team plays with
two colours.
In turn you throw the dice sticks
and move any horse of your own
team, always the full number of
steps or not at all when the dice
result cannot be enacted in total.
If a horse reaches a square with
one or more opposing horses
these are defeated and go back
to the start. If you reach horses
of your own, you get another
throw. A red square can be used
to move into the inner area. If a
horse reaches the starting square
with an exact roll and move, the
horse has reached the finish. If
you have steps left, the horse
must rund another round. You
win, if you are the first to have all
horses at the finish.
Yut-Nori is a simple roll+move
game, that in this version is interesting due to the dice stick
and the high number of possible
players, the basic mechanism is
well-known as is the case in all
games of this series.

INFORMATION

PLAYER

1-4

AGE

6+

TIME

30+

Designer: Ad Bruynzeel
Artist: Identity Games
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 30,00 Euro
Publisher: Winning Moves 2010
www.winning-moves.de

EVALUATION
Balance game
For families
Move ball by using discs
Comments

Very simple rules
Needs a lot of motor skills
A lot of fun in playing - Directing the
ball gets easier with experience

Compares to

All balance games in
general, first game with
this combination of mechanisms

PLAYER

2-8

AGE

8+

TIME

40+

Designer: unstated
Artist: Anette Röder
Title germ.: identical
Price: ca. 15,00 Euro
Publisher: Grubbe Media 2010
www.grubbemedia.de

EVALUATION
Roll + Move game /horse race
For families
Throw dice, move horses
Comments

Korean game
Very similar to Ludo/Pachisi
Simple basic rules

Compares to

Yootnori, Namuhana, and
other roll+move games
with a finish line for all
pieces
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NEW ARRIVALS

u A QUICK LOOK ON THE LATEST GAMES

6 ERSTE PUZZLES BAUSTELLE
Publisher: Haba

BEN 10 OMNITRIX – DAS POWER-DUELL

2

Publisher: Jumbo

BERNARD TOTAL IRRE

6

Publisher: Nürnberger Spielkarten

6

6 three-part puzzles made up from big, easily distinguishable
parts can be combined to show pictures illustrating the topic
„building site“. There is also an picture to be correlated with
sujet, a pushcart with the power shovel or a helmet with the
crane. The game trains motor skills and exact observation
and encourages to tell stories and to invent them; the little
wooden pawn can be used in free play.
Other topics in the series: Farm, Domestic animals

Win duels, collect cards from your opponent. Each players
prepares his stack, the Omnitrix disc is laid out between them
and shows the high energy side. From 5 cards on your hand
you choose one with as high an energy value as possible,
both cards are revealed at the same time. If you played the
higher energy value, you win both cards. In case of a tie both
cards are placed in the middle, the Omnitrix is turned over
and now the lower level wins. For each tie the Omnitrix is reversed. If you win the first duel after one or more ties in series,
you win all cards from the ties that were set in the middle.

Players discard cards on stacks in the middle and on stacks of
other players – if you have fewest points after three rounds,
you win. Cards that can be placed in the middle cannot be
placed with other players. Cards in the middle are stacked in
ascending order on the stack of their colour. Cards for players’
stacks can have a value of +1 or -1 of the top card in the stack.
Lizards and penguins are placed on players’ stacks. In case
of a mistake you take the stack of the player spotting it. If
you are out of cards, the others add the value of their card as
penalty points. Variant with play in turn.

Educational placement game for 1 player, ages 2 and up

Card game for 2 players, ages 6 and up

Card discarding game for 2-8 players, ages 6 and up

DER ZWÖLFMALKLUGE ZEITRÄUBER
Publisher: Noris Spiele
Designer: Michael Rüttinger

HEIDANEI SCHNEGGAHOFA

DIE BAR-BOLZ-BANDE DAS WÜRFELSPIEL

6

Publisher: Amigo
Designer: Fritz Behrens

8

Publisher: Huch & friends
Designer: Bernhard Lach, Uwe Rapp

10

The time robbers have stolen the hands of all the clocks, but
the children can repair the damage and position the hands
again. The cards are stacked hand-free clocks facing upwards.
The bottom card is drawn, the picture on each card gives
hints to the time-frame: A soup pot indicates lunchtime, a
sleeping child night-time. You try to position the hands on
the big clock as exactly as possible. The backside of the card
shows the correct time – if you did it correctly, you receive
the card. With 5 cards you win the game.

One player attacks by rolling the die; the other only rolls
when the attacker rolls „Foul“. The results 5, 10 and “Steilpass”
= 20 are added: A value of 50 is a goal, a higher result is a
miss. In case of “Foul” the defender rolls: For the 1st and 2nd
foul and a white result the attacker is shown the Yellow Card.
For a black side and the 3rd foul the attacker gets the Red
Card and his move ends. When you roll “Abseits” and the sum
is already over 30, the move ends. When the sum is over 30
and you roll “Elfer” you have another roll: Black side means
goal, white side means a miss. With two goals you win the
game.

Where is Schneckenhofen? North of GÜnzburg? Between
Augsburg and Ulm? But is Ulm in Swabia? Where are the
borders of Swabia? In your turn you take the top card from
the stack and place north-south or east-west from the start
card, if necessary between already placed cards. Other player
can doubt the placement. If you are wrong you give chips to
the player who is right. If an Intermezzo card appears a quiz
round, the so called Snails Break, is played, topic Swabia.
Correct answers earn you chips. When all prepared stacks are
played you win with most chips after one last Snail Break.

Educational game, topic time, for 2-4 players, ages 6 and up

A dice game for 2 players, ages 8 and up

Geography and quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 10 and up

JUST 4 FUN COLOURS

Publisher: Kosmos
Designer: Jürgen P.K. Grunau

TOP TRUMPS CLASSICS INSEKTEN UND KÄFER

RUPERT BÄR SPURENSUCHE

8

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele
Designer: Christoph Cantzler

4

Publisher: Winning Moves

8

Aim of the game is to win four squares in a row on the board.
You play a colour card and place your marker on a square
of that colour. If the square is not empty, you play one card
more than there are markers on the square and place your
marker on top of the other markers. If you place two markers
in sequence you own the square absolutely, it cannot be
taken anymore. If you have no card to place a marker, you
must change your hand and discard one of your markers. If
nobody manages to own a row of four until all markers are
placed, the winner is whoever owns the biggest connected
area vertically and horizontally.

Rupert and his friends meet in the woods, the have a picknick
and play hide-and-seek! Their tracks tell the players where to
find them. Each player has a coloured picknick basket, all tiles
are laid out face-down. In your turn you pick up a tile – if the
tracks underneath are in your colour, you keep the tile and
place it next to your basket. If it shows another colour, give
the tile to the owner of the basket and take a treat to put into
your basket. If you are the first to assemble Rupert and all his
friends around your basket, you win the game.

Choosing your card’s best attribute, beating (trumping) your
opponent’s card, and winning the cards played in the round
– already a Classic! Cards are dealt evenly to all players. The
active player chooses an attribute on his top card (no shuffling of the deck!) and calls out the corresponding value – all
other players check their cards for the value of this attribute –
the player with the highest value gets all cards of this round.
In case of a tie cards go on the table and the winner of the
next round receives those too. Themeset: Classics Insekten
und Käfer

A game of placement for 2-4 players, ages 8 and up

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4 and up

AAcard/quiz
card/quizgame
gamefor
for22or
ormore
moreplayers
playersfrom
fromage
age88
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Colour codes for target groups (Headline Colour)
For children + learning
With friends
For families
For experts

Colour codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactics
Creativity
Memory

GABIS explanation on page 5
Communication
Dexterity
Interaction
Action

HIGHLIGHTS AMONG GAMES t

FROM THE MUSEUM

TIP #56

HUGO KASTNER RECOMMENDS

Designer: anonym
Price: variable products
Year: around 1910 in Texas
Publisher: many

TEXAS HOLD `EM
Trigger of Poker Mania

PLAYER

2-10
AGE

12+
TIME

Dear readers! The origin of this best-known
card game worldwide is not absolutely clear
but in as far as one can believe in sources the
hour of birth for Poker must have been in the
year 1829. Hometown of the game is the later
jazz metropolis of New Orleans, from where
Poker seems to have spread via the Mississippi steamers all over the Midwest Plains and
from there over the rest of America. Then, at
the start of the 20th century, Poker has made
its triumphant way all over the world. Despite
at first having been played only with 20 cards
and without ‚Straight‘ and ‚Flush‘, the variant
of Draw-Poker was already described in books
on games from before the 6th decade of the
19th century. The Stud Poker variant seems to
have evolved during the American Civil war. Interestingly enough, already at this time Poker
was notorious and infamous, with a reputation
of being a game of hazard and connected in
respectable people’s mind to the smoky and
murky interiors of gambling dens. Myths started to evolve around this “Game with the devil”
and even at the threshold of the 20th century
the best clubs kept their doors closed for this
modern day classic game. The name of the
game probably originates in the French game
of Poque or in the German game Pochen, wherein “pochen” was used for passing by knocking
on the table. … Typical for all versions of Poker
known from the 19th century are bids, raise of
bids and five cards for a hand. This number of
five sometimes leads scientists to suppose that
the origin of Poker could be found in Persia,
where a game going by the name of ‚As Nas‘
is well-known, that might have been brought
to America by French settlers employed by
Persians.Maybe Poker is then several hundred
years old? [From: Die große humboldt Enzyklopädie der Kartenspiele. Gerald Folkvord / Hugo
Kastner] IF you would like to try your hand at
a hand of Poker after reading this historical
background information – a table at the Austrian Games Museum in Leopoldsdorf is always
ready for you to use. Website: www.spielen.at

The light of my lamp today illuminates, as already announced in the title of this column,
the immensely popular Poker variant TEXAS
HOLD ’EM. At the moment there is a huge
wave of books on this variant flooding the
market. World champions, Poker gurus and
mathematicians all give their„failsafe“ recommendations and impressions on the game.
And who would not like to profit in a session at the game table from the experience of
one of the great ones in the business! Texas
Hold ’em has developed into a million dollar
business. Even on TV you permanently find
tournament broadcasts with VIPs and expert
commentaries. Nearly as popular are Internet sites which offer rewarding games. Some
short hints on the rules: The Ante is given in
Texas Hold‚em by Small blind (half of the Minimum) und Big blind (Minimum) from the
players seated on the left side of the dealer.
The dealer is marked by a Dealer’s button.
Then each player receives two Holecards. In
turn each player now must, in a first bidding
round starting with the player on the left of
the Big blind, bring the minimum bid, if he
does not want to throw in his hand immediately (Fold), or raise the bid (Raise). When this
round is over, three cards (Flop) are turned
up as Community cards in the middle of the
table. They are available for all players. Now
another bidding round follows. Then a fourth
Community Card, the so called Turn card, is
turned up, followed by a bidding round with
double the minimum bid. Finally, the River
card is turned up, followed by a last bidding
round for the double bid. In the final showdown it will be determined what will be the
highest hand, for which any card from the
Community cards as well as the Holecards
can be used. Play continues until only one
player is left at the table with all the chips
piled high in front of him, the well-earned
reward for his poker expertise.
Remarks to: Hugo.Kastner@spielen.at
Homepage: www.hugo-kastner.at

30+

     +   

Strategy/Tactics
Info
Chance
If you are of the opinion that Poker owes its
success to the luck of being dealt the right
cards, is far off the track In the long run only
a player will win who can intuitively guess the
hand of his opponents and can evaluate his
hand optimally in combination with the cards
on the table. The order of eating, the dealer’s
button, a raise, the bluffing and especially the
mental strength to throw in your hand at the
right moment decide the amount of your winnings – or the amount of your losses!
Hugo‘s EXPERT TIP
Start your poker experience to gain some expertise with rounds of players, where the stakes
are of a moderate level. Maybe you should look
for poker rounds with limited stakes Thus you
could avoid to be blasted off the table by a bluff
you did not see through. If you join a round of
the favored Unlimited-Poker a simple All-in can
quickly destroy all your hopes. But my most important advice a have kept to the end: Look for
expertise, as much expertise and experience as
possible, because that cannot be replaced by
anything else in this masterly game of bidding
Hugo‘s FLASHLIGHT
Famous film stars in the golden days of Hollywood have shown their fascination with
poker early in the films they have been starring in. Just think of the great Steve McQueen in „The Cincinnati Kid“, remember the
incomparable Frank Sinatra in „The Man with
the Golden Arm“ or call to mind the unforgettable Marlon Brando in the ersion of „A
Streetcar Named Desire“ (Endstation Sehnsucht) filmed in 1951. And none less than the
famous American writer and storyteller Mark
Twain given his opinion on poker with those
words: „There are few things in our country
so unpardonably neglected as poker.“
PREVIEW:
HARE AND TORTOISE
First German Game of the Year
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Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

35

